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M ir a c le W o r k e r
by WILLIAM GIBSON

Join the M ontana Repertory T heatre as we
present a story of courage and victory over
unbelievable odds. The Miracle Worker, a
stirring dram atization of the story of Helen
Keller and her tutor A nnie Sullivan, has
been mesmerizing audiences for decades,
and we’re pleased to offer it as our 2003
national tour. Be a part of our tradition
of sharing great A m erican stories—
look for us in a city near you!
For information on the tour and performance
locations, call o r check o u r web site:
(4 0 6 ) 2 4 3 -6 8 0 9 • w w w .m ontanarep.org
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Fall 2002 Montanan really struck a
chord in my memory. I was bom and raised in
Missoula and attended the University as an
English major from 1943 to 1946, while Mary
Clapp was still^on the faculty. Her description
of the UM campus in winter as “the playground for Hellgate blizzards” fit the entire
town of Missoula. I well remember as a small
girl pushing against the wind from Alder
Street over to Broadway, then east to the old
Central School. I was dressed in everything
warm my grandmother could find to put on
riie—from long underwear out—with a scarf
tied across my face so the wind wouldn’t take
my breath away. I had about five places I
could stop along the way to warm up, including the cougberfise and the old post office ....
1 watched Frontier House on PBS and
enjoyed the article by Betsy Holmquist. My
grandmother attendedThe Sacred Heart
Academy, where St. Patrick Hospital now
stands, during the 1880s, where she was' a
classmate of a sister of Jeannette Rankin. Her
stories of life in early Missoula filled my early
years—Sunday morning wagon rides to St.
Ignatius to attend mass at the mission, watch
ing a Brother paint the murals in St. Francis
Xavier Church, crocheting doll clothes with a
.bent pin, taking piano lessons while suffering
from chilblains, and always wanting to live in
a house in Missoula. (She finally got her way
when my grandfather was transferred to
Missoula with the Ryan Fruit Co.)
But the article by Caroline Patterson
really touched me. My dad was a brakeman
on the Northern Pacific Railroad, so we lived
near the Northern Pacific rail yards. T he
clatter of those freight trains was our life
bioodj.and during the Depression few of the
workers were able to work regularly. But
there were many transients, or hobos, and we
were visited by them constantly. Grandma
could never bear the thought that someone
was hungry, and we always had wood that
needed chopping.
The children’s section of the Missoula
Public Library was also my passageway, into
Ali Baba treasures, not only for the books,

but also as a future career. I did an appren
ticeship and worked in th at treasure cave
from my sophomore year in high school until
I left to get my library degrees at Denver
University during my senior year of college.
I usually get back to Missoula for a day or
two every summer, so I see how it has grown.
Orchards no longer exist in Orchard Homes;
houses are built where asparagus and com
once grew in Hughes Gardens; and Missoula
extends almost to Lolo. It is no longer the
town of my childhood^but I cherish my
memories from those earlier days: seeing
Indians walking on the streets in beaded
deerskins with braids hanging down their
backs; turning cartwheels on the courthouse
lawn while our elders listened to the band
concerts; eating homemade ice cream beside
the church; roller skating in the gymnasium
of the school; dancing with my Dad at the
Eagles Lodge; going barefoot all summer
long; riding bicycles over every inch of the
town, and picnicking in Greenough Park.
It’s good to hear that fruits and vegetables
are still being raised in Missoula and that the
parks and playgrounds are still a part of its life.
A nd I sincerely hope that the neighborliness
and goodwill that characterized the Missoulians of my childhood^ill continue on into
the future. It was and is such a beautiful town.
Dorothea Baltezar
Salinas, California

I always look forward to receiving [the
Montanan], but I am thoroughly convinced
that this was the best I’ve ever seen. It made
me want to drop everything, leave our 97
degree temperatures, and flee to Mount
Jumbo and hide forever. Every connection
I’ve ever had to the University and its town
has been magical. Let’s hope it continues.
G reat job!
Sheila Skemp ’67
Oxford, Mississippi

As I fed another stick of firewood into my
wood stove, I was whisked back to a place I
had not visited in thirty-five years. T he scent

of fresh pine and a crackling fire unleashed
memories of long ago. During the 1960s,
U M ’s forestry school required sophomore stu
dents to spend spring quarter in Lubrecht
Forest Camp. Before winter snow had melted,
students were sentenced to live in railroad
boxcars that had been converted into small
bunkhouses. Each bunkhouse was furnished
with a voracious wood stove which the stu
dents were required to feed continuously with
firewood if they wished to avoid frostbite.
The mess hall and classrooms were the
hub o f camp activity. Food was served cafete
ria style and the outdoor activity honed our
appetites to ravenous levels. W e seldom com
plained about the food—only the “mystery
meat” evoked comments; we wondered what
unfortunate creature had met its demise out
on the highway. In our two classrooms we lis
tened tO'the professors attempting to interest
us in all things forestry while we gazed wist
fully out the windows at deer in the meadow.
Two days a week were reserved for field
work and outdoor labs. We endured cold
rains and snow squalls. O n one nasty field
day, our task was to determine elevations and
distances. Two other students and I headed
off encumbered with notebooks, steel tape,
compass, tripod, and level to complete the
assignment. It began to snow heavily, and we
soon found ourselves lost in a remote gully
thoroughly perplexed with our equipment.
W hen we returned to camp many hours later
covered with snow and shaking with cold, we
were dubbed “The Lost Patrol.”
We regularly enjoyed volleyball games,
wearing our heavy logger boots and adhering
to “jungle rules.” In other locales volleyball is
a non-contact sport; in Lubrecht players ran
the risk of being kicked, tripped, or tackled.
Three decades have passed since the
forestry class of 1969 studied in Lubrecht.
Careers have been built using the skills we
learned there. Some of my classmates have
already retired while others have passed on
to take up residence in Section 37.
Student foresters still traipse through
spring camp in Lubrecht, enjoying modem
facilities. N o longer do students lie in bunks
watching their breath rise above sleeping
bags as they wonder who will start the morn
ing fire. It may be a different experience
today, but I wonder if it is better than the
exceptional two months I enjoyed there in
1967. A nd all this has rushed back to me,
simply because I opened the door to my
wood stove today.
Mickey Bellman ’69
Salem Oregon
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M and Missoula enjoyed a
picture-perfect Homecoming
September 21, with blue skies
and temperatures in the 60s. Griz foot
ball players led the Singing on the
Steps on Friday evening (above), with
Jim Palmer’s UM logo truck providing
a backdrop for a pep rally. A boisterous
and beautiful parade, with the theme,
“Call of the Wild,” was followed by a
13-6 win over Idaho State in front of a
sell-out crowd in Washington-Grizzly
Stadium.

U

Cast your vote for Monte, the Grtz mascot, by going
online to www.capitalonebowl.com_vote.php. He’s
one of twelve finalists in the Capital One national
Mascot of the Year Internet survey. The competition
has earned the UM mascot program a $ 5 ,0 0 0 schol
arship and that amount will double if Monte wins.
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(g re e tin g s from the f*re sid en t
s I w rite this, I have em barked o n an exciting journey

B

gram in that country. We also have set

. of discovery in pursuit of new opportunities for the fac-

in motion a plan to send a group of stu

\ ulty, staff, and students of The University of Montana.

dents and faculty to Kyrgyzstan within

\

the next year. W e have much to do and

In the spirit of the Lewis and Clark Corps of Discovery,

an ambitious agenda th at we believe

we now will find ways to engage the University in Central Asia, an

will help to fill a void in knowledge

area too long ignored by Americans. To th at end, Professor

about the languages, cultures, concerns,

Mehrdad Kia and his colleagues have secured federal funding to

and needs of the peoples in this critical

initiate a Central Asian Studies Program a t the University. A n

area of the world. W hat a challenging

expert on the history and culture o f Islam and Islamic countries,

and exciting prospect!

Professor Kia recently was appointed U M ’s Assistant Vice President

I believe this new initiative offers striking commentary on the

for Research and Director of International Programs. I have great

commitment of the faculty to respond to national and internation

confidence in his ability and determination to elevate the

al needs and challenges. Because of th at commitment and the

University to national and international prominence in this impor

demonstrated diligence to do as we say, UM will sustain its record

tant area of study.

of responsiveness and excellence.

To facilitate the effort, I traveled in O ctober to the Republics of

t'h’iVERSnV OF MONTANA

Georgia and Kyrgyzstan to sign collaborative agreements w ith two
institutions, the Tbilisi Institute of Asia and Africa in Georgia and

c

Naryn State University in Kyrgyzstan. In addition, I recently signed
an agreement for the School of Business Administration to provide

George M.

support to the Higher School of Business located in Tashkent,

President

Uzbekistan, for the collaborative development of an M.B.A. pro

Star Light, Star Bright
azz crooner Dee Daniels 7 0 and awardJ

Fine Arts Dean Shirley Howell arrived on
campus. O ne of her top priorities was to
increase scholarship support for talented fine

I winning artist Dana Boussard ’66, MFA

arts students. The event proved a hit at not

'68 will be the center of attention when

only raising money for scholarships, but also

UM's School of Fine Arts hosts its showcase

at providing outstanding entertainment for

event this spring, the 2003 Odyssey o f the

the greater Missoula area. T he first Odyssey

Stars—A Celebration o f Artistic Journeys.

featured opera singer Pamela South, H.D. *02,

The annual Odyssey of the Stars event
debuted in 2001, less than two years after

and country western singer Rob Quist 70; the
second featured film and television actor J.K.
(Kim) Simmons 7 8 and Emmy Award-win
ning set designer John Shaffner 74Scheduled for April 5 at the University
Theatre, the event also highlights current
UM students who dream of careers such as
those achieved by the honored alumnae.
Daniels has achieved world renown as a
jazz singer. Her four-octave range and unique
style enable her to feel as much at home with
soul, scat, blues, and be-bop as she does with
her distinctive jazz stylings. Daniels has given
command performances for royalty, appeared
at international festivals, and performed in
concert with jazz legends Lionel Hampton,
Johnny Griffin, and Herb Ellis.
Dana Boussard, a native Montanan

en t of the Governor’s Award for Visual Arts.
Her works can be found in private collections

nationally known for her fiber murals, paint

and on display in more than fifty public art

ings, drawings, and prints, is the 1987 recipi

projects.
Winter 2002 Montanan
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Democracy in Action

A

ssociate Justice of th e U.S.

the rule of law, and second, through a broad

brought judicial insight and

democratic process that involves legislative

humor to UM this fall when he delivered

bodies, courts, public interest groups, and

the address for the law school’s annual Judge

individuals. The third part of the process is

William B. Jones and Judge Edward A.

when a case reaches the Supreme Court. By

Tamm Judicial Lecture Series. Breyer regaled

that time, Breyer said, there has been much

the audience with humorous anecdotes

discussion, with many parties and jurisdic

before moving to more serious matters.

tions having had their say on the issue.

Delivering the lecture on September 11,

Stephen Breyer

Constitution is realized in our society as first,

Supreme Court Stephen Breyer

Breyer stressed the amount of considera

Breyer remembered where he had been a

tion cases get before reaching the court.

year before: in India on a court-related trip.

“The democratic process is alive and well

He talked of an “incredible outpouring of

and a lot healthier than many people think.

goodwill” from the Indian lawyers he was

The process is what the constitution is

meeting with. He described the admiration

about,” he said, adding that the framers

he felt in India “for the way we have built a

never could have imagined the cases the

society that really w orks... out of these legal

court considers today. “I’ll never argue that

documents that were written 200 years ago.”

our decisions are perfect,” he said. “I would

He went on to describe how the U.S.

hope they’d be reasonable.”

Hydrogen futures
he potential of hydrogen and ,•

T

friendly
renewable

related products for energy /
production has captured the

attention of several Montana educa
tional and political leaders. They have

energy source and
Montana is the only state
with all the natural resources

formed the Montana Futures Coalition and

required for hydrogen, Williamson says.

UM’s College of Technology Dean R. Paul

Hydrogen technologies use a chemical reac
tion from combining hydrogen and oxygen

Williamson is spearheading the group’s
efforts.
The coalition’s goal is to establish the
H 2 Futures park—a hydrogen-powered
campus centered on education, research,
and development of hydrogen technolo
gies. The campus would be part of the
C O T campus in Missoula.
Hydrogen energy is an environmentally-

A Full House
^ T j ^ h e University’s enrollment h it an all-

to create electricity.
“Positive movement in this direction
would attract hundreds of businesses to
Montana, creating thousands of jobs and
producing billions of dollars in state
income,” Williamson says. He notes those
interested in the coalition can call (406)
243-7852 or go online a t www.cte.umt.edu.

1

time high fall semester. A record
13,058 students registered for fall

classes, an increase of 390 or 3.1 percent
over last fall’s enrollment of 12,668. The
University’s seven professional schools and
the College of Technology all experienced a
boost in enrollm ent The C O T posted the
single largest increase— 10 percent with 933
students this semester.
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Our President,
the Hipster
M President George

U

Dennison may not be
the first person many

of us think about when it
comes to popular culture or
America’s avant garde art
movement of the 1970s. But he
may be the only person we
know who was given a signed
print by Andy Warhol.
Warhol gave two auto
graphed prints of the artwork
shown here (from the famed
Cow Wallpaper series) to Dennison in the late 1970s when Dennison
was an associate dean at Colorado State University in Fort Collins
and Warhol was a visiting lecturer. UM ’s president kept one of the
prints and donated the other to the University’s permanent art collec
tion, where it recently was shown in an exhibition titled
Contemporary Prints from the Permanent Collection: The 1970s.

M research Professor Jerry Bromenshenk and fellow

■

researchers have shown that honeybees are potentially

more useful than ever imagined. Bromenshenk has
demonstrated that bees can be conditioned or trained to find
trace levels of chemical and biological warfare agents, including

Bicentennial Bug?

H

The Latest Buzz

vapors from explosives in land mines. More than that, once the

ave you been bitten by the Lewis and Clark bug yet? If not,
are you ready to learn more about the intrepid explorers or to

bees have cleared an area of land mines, they are ready to help

plan a trip along the Corps of Discovery’s trail? If you

lination and production of beeswax. Now, that's a day’s work.

answered ‘yes’ to any of the above, it may be time to check out the
“Discovering Lewis and Clark” Web site, www.lewis-clark.org, one of
the best places to learn about the historic travelers and their epic jour
ney. The Lewis and Clark Bicentennial celebration begins in 2003 and
extends through 2006.
The site was

revitalize agricultural areas with other well-known talents: pol
Bromenshenk’s team researched the potential for bees
“sniffing out” biological and chemical warfare agents with fund
ing from the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.
The team found that honeybees can detect the agents, and
their use does n o t require a person to walk through or be close
to mine fields.

developed by former

The U nited Nations estimates that there are 110 million

UM music Professor
Joe Mussulman and
features many articles

unexploded land mines worldwide that maim or kill about
26,000 people each year. In war-tom countries, croplands have

by UM history
Professor Harry Fritz.
(See his story in this
issue on page 22.)
Initiated in 1997, the
site now includes more than 1,200 pages and gets 27,000 hits a day.
Mussulman reports that the site has been described by historians as
the best source of Lewis and Clark information on the Internet.

been mined and fields left barren, leading to agricultural short
falls, malnutrition, and famine. T he research done a t UM has
the potential to play a role in alleviating both problems.
Bromenshenk’s team has caused quite a buzz over the last
few years. Research findings have been covered by major media
outlets such as The N ew York Times, MSNBC, Rolling Stone, and
even The Tonight Show. The latest findings are to be published
this fall in the journal Science.

Winter 2002 Montanan
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Who Can Stop This Train?
ootball has taken Lance Spencer for

victory after

quite a ride. It has whisked the redshirt

victory. He

forty-two miles south of Malta to a starting

F

career-high 368

defensive end position for UM ’s Grizzlies, the

yards with two

defending I-AA national champions.

touchdowns,

freshman from his family’s remote ranch

In many ways Spencer epitomizes the 2002
Grizzlies halfway through the season. A t the
start of year he was backing up All-American

recently threw a

Joe Glenn has charged to a 37-3 record in three Griz seasons.

and for the season he has 2,278 yards passing
and twenty-one TDs.
But the Griz faced a serious gut check

candidate Ciche Pitcher, a tough tackier from

against Portland State October 29. Playing

Anaconda. But season-ending injuries to

on the road, they found themselves down 21-

Pitcher thrust Malta’s finest into a starting

10 in the third quarter. “I found myself a lit

role—ready or not. A nd it’s been younger

tle more than nervous at that point,” Spencer

guys like Spencer who’ve stepped up and kept

admits, “but the older guys have this unbe

the Grizzly win machine roaring along.

lievable type of composure— they were all
smiles.” A nd sure enough, the defense held

W hen we went to press, the Grizzlies were
a perfect 9-0, but it hasn’t been an easy road.

tough in the waning minutes of the game,

Starting the year, the Griz were rich in offen

giving the offense a chance to score the win

sive and defensive linemen—beefy dudes

ning touchdown, a screen pass from Edwards

who were featured on a promotional poster

to Waller, w ith 51 seconds left in regulation.

under the caption “Rock Solid.” But one by

Spencer made his contribution with two

one many star athletes on that poster—guys

sacks; the next week, he had three of a total

like Pitcher, Jonny Varona, C urt Colter, and

nine sacks when the champions manhandled

Brian Pelc—have succumbed to injury.

N orthern Arizona University 38-24 at home.

The Griz defense didn’t allow a touch
down the first two games of the season.

But the injury bug struck again; Talmage left
the game with a fractured arm.

However, while the defense has started giving
some ground—allowing 45 points and 331

championship game in Chattanooga? Only

Will the 2002 Griz reach a third-straight

rushing yards to Southern U tah on October

time will tell, but this year’s squad already has

19— the offense is finding its identity with

accomplished a lot. The Northern Arizona

tough new offensive weapons such as fresh
man receiver Jon Talmage, sophomore

win gave UM a school record twenty-three
consecutive victories, allowing the Griz to set

receiver and kick returner Levander Segars,

their sights on the all-time I-AA record of

and freshman running back J.R. Waller. After

twenty-four consecutive wins. They seem to

nine games, Talmage had 580 yards receiving

find a way to win despite injuries and other

and five touchdowns, Segars had amassed a
total of 1,167 yards, and Waller had more

adversity, and UM head coach Joe G lenn has

than 712 rushing and receiving yards and
eight TDs.
The offense is led by its bruising offensive
line and John Edwards, UM ’s senior quarter
back from Billings, who has elevated his
game since last year’s championship. “Johnny
Montana” could as well be nicknamed “Cool
Hand Luke.” He has calmly led the Griz to

8
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Sticky fingers: Jon Talmage reels in a pass.

never lost to a Big Sky Conference team.
“It’s just a dream come true being in a sit
uation like this,” says Spencer, a guy who
went from winning a Class B state champi
onship in front of 800 fans in Malta to play
ing for 20,000 screaming lunatics in
Washington-Grizzly Stadium. “Grizzly foot
ball,” he sighs. “Wow, this is big time.” *9?
- Cary Shimek

Power strides: J. R. Waller nu kes a ran for it

A l u m n i P r o f il e

BY

J O D I

W E R N E R
is a bone memory of another posture.”

n the lobby of the Gramercy
Park Hotel in M anhattan,

T he evening of the Rona Jaffe

fiction writer Kellie Wells,

Foundation Writers’ Awards ceremony,

M.F.A. ’91, tells how from an

Compression Scars

sixty-five floors up in the pavilion of
[Rockefeller C enter’s illustrious Rain-

early age she recognized “how
persuasive words can be.” She pauses to

B o w Room, the best word to describe

think. “Potent,” she says a moment later.

■ W e lls and her writing was lofty,
pverlooking a cloud-enshrouded New

“That’s a better word.”
Word by word, sentence by sentence,

York City skyline, the literary world’s

Wells crafts her stories. “1 write very

top publishers, agents, and editors

slowly,” she says. “In paragraphs rather

Assembled in late September to honor

than pages.”

six emerging writers.

That approach has built a body of

? The writers are all women in the

work that has garnered the Flannery

early stages of their careers who, in the

O ’Connor Award for short fiction, publi

[words of the foundation, “demonstrate

cation in prestigious literary magazines,

exceptional

and

Others to receive the $10,000 award

most recently,

a R ona Jaffe

talent

and

promise.”

this year are: Eula Biss, Adrian Blevins,

Foundation Writers’ Award, which has
brought her to New York.

Gabrielle

Calvocoressi,

Ladette

Randolph, and L.B. Thompson

The cadence of language and the
are two aspects of writing that intrigue

\ A saxophone’s soft jazz filled the
jpartygoers ears, fancy finger foods filled

Wells. It is not surprising, therefore, that

their mouths, and the names of future

her language casts a dream-like spell on

literary giants claimed their minds’

readers, engaging their imaginations
with oddball and often shockingly vivid
imagery.

[attention as author and philanthropist

unconscious element of idea generation

Her first

collection

Rona Jaffe announced each winner.
Literary greatness, however, was not
of foremost importance to young Kellie

of stories,

Compression Scars, is being publicized on Amazon.com as “eloquent and

Wells. She was aware of words’ potency, yes, but did not immediately

original... vibrantly captur[ing] the oddities of both the everyday and

gravitate toward them.

out-of-this-world.”
In the story “Swallowing Angels Whole,” for example, protagonist

“I was not one of those kids who wrote all the time,” she says. Only
after college, when she found herself in a copywriting job at a public

Aimee Semple McPherson, a preacher with many stories, many truths,

television station, imprisoned behind the strict confines of thirty-sec

questions the ways of the world around her. She wonders whether

ond spots, did she see the path that lay ahead of her.

“[DarwinJ had felt the walk out o f the water into the light click in his
own bones, the weight of that forward movement pressing down on his

“I found myself yearning beyond the thirty seconds,” she remembers.

skeleton. Bones remember. T he ache that starts at the base of the spine

Kansas, Lawrence— the first in English, the second in journalism—and

Wells had earned two bachelor’s degrees from the University of
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decided to test out the limits of fiction and poetry by enrolling in the

This process, she says, pushes her forward to do the work—the think

M.F.A. program at UM in 1989. She received an extra incentive when

ing—that she perhaps wouldn’t do on her own.

honored with the University of Kansas Kate Stephens “G et the Hell

“It allows me to change, revise, and grow in a way that comes quick

out of the Midwest” fellowship for graduate study. It stipulated that its
winners attend graduate school east of the Alleghenies or west of the

ly,” she says. “I’m forced to be reflective all the time.

Rockies. (Missoula, she says, was “exotic” in comparison to her home-

write,” she continues. “But for me, the only way to survive academia

town of Kansas City.)

and writing is to see the symbiosis—how one feeds into the other.”

“Lots of writers who teach complain that they have no time to

“Being in school was something I was good at and enjoyed,” she

The Rona Jaffe Foundation bestows cash awards on its winners in

says. “I was casting for an identity and couldn’t find one. I stayed in

the spirit of providing them with a cushion of time during which they

academe because I knew who I was when I was there.”

can achieve a high level of reflection and creative output. Some win

After earning yet another M.F.A. with a concentration in fiction

ners use the money to cover the cost of childcare; others pay the rent

from the University in Pittsburgh, she decided to make a career for her

for cubicle space. Wells plans to journey to Egypt to research Queen

self in higher education. She studied abroad in Berlin and Hamburg,

Hatshepsut.

gained fluency in German, and received her doctorate in English and
creative writing from Western Michigan University in 1999.

A t work on her second novel while making finishing touches on her
first, she says her characters often get interested in subjects about which
she is not personally knowledgeable, like ancient Egypt. “Sometimes an
image pops into your head and attaches to this one character,” she says.
Her second novel, tentatively titled Fat Girl, Terrestrial, is still in the
“embryonic stages.” Yet Wells already knows that one character, an
amateur Egyptologist, would be interested in going to Egypt to visit
Queen Hatshepsut’s tomb.
Wells says her writing process is two-pronged. A t times she becomes
grounded in language first, getting to character through language.
O ther times there is a character dilemma that she wants to work out
through prose.
Her first (not yet published) novel, Skin, is set in the mythical town
of W hat Cheer, Kansas. In this work Wells explores various crises of
identity simultaneously. In what she describes as a “Midwestern magi
cal-realism” genre, W hat Cheer residents grapple with big abstractions
of body and spirit and work out the “consequences of the imbalances”
in their daily lives.
Creative ideas like this one have been attracting attention to Wells
for years. Nancy Zafris, fiction editor of the Kenyon Review, is a good
friend of Wells’ from the days when Kellie was a student at the
University of Pittsburgh. Zafris says she remembers Wells as a shy and
unassuming student who had a mind full of thought-provoking ideas.
“She’s just so smart,” Zafiris says. “She expresses herself really, really

Though she says she “never lets naivete get in my way,” she was
struck by how demanding teaching was. Now an assistant professor of
English at Washington University in St. Louis, she does not get much
writing done during the semesters she teaches. She simply does not
have much to give to the creative side of things; teaching consumes so
much of her energy.
To teach literature, Wells says she must first craft aesthetics and
defend her positions. Students often ask her why she refers to certain
readings, and she must be able to rapidly produce articulate answers.

10
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well and has an extraordinary vocabulary. A t the same time, she is very
modest, shy, and thoughtful. W hen she did say something, you wanted
to listen to it.”
The class Zafris taught in the early 1990s was a literature class; the
students handed in little of their own creative work. Yet, something
about the way Wells talked about the readings provoked Zafris to ask
for a writing sample. A nd what she saw— the beginnings of the tide
story in Compression Scars—blew her away. She urged Wells to write to
an agent, which resulted in Wells getting representation.
“I sort of see her as a female David Foster Wallace in her own way.

I hope she rises to the top. She’s the best literary fiction has to offer,”

they may be, Wells’ characters struggle with scars that are both internal

Zafris says.
Though Wells says she has been fortunate throughout her career,

and external, though they often foil to realize which of the two is the
more disfiguring.”

the past year has been exceptionally propitious. She published in the

Haggas also recognizes th at the characters appear to be saved by

Gettysburg Review and the Kenyon Review, was nominated for the

“inner strength and sublime compassion that compel them to assist oth

Pushcart Prize, moderated a panel discussion on “T he Figure of the

ers in singularly unconventional ways.”
Wells says that she is pleased that critics are picking up on the refuge

Female Grotesque” at the Associated Writing Program’s annual confer

her characters find in compassion.

ence, and landed her assistant professorship at W ashington University.
She has come a long way since winning the “G et the Hell out of the

“A lot of the world’s ills exist fundamentally as a result of a lack of

Midwest” fellowship. Having been launched “into the stratosphere”

empathy,” she says, adding th at she is intrigued by the small places in

after dwelling in obscurity for many years, she says, “This past year has

which people find hope.

been dizzying.”
Jodi Werner is a freelance writer who lives in New York City.

Booklist reviewer Carol Haggas called Compression Scars a collec
tion “of luminous short stories” th at “reflect both the fragility and the
flexibility of the human spirit. Emotionally and physically damaged as
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^ ^ ^ ^ | i g e r Woods* father systematically exposed
the young Tiger to jazz, a fact included in a
list of Tiger data compiled by a reporter for
| the South Florida Sun-Sentinel. “I wanted
him to be attuned to the sound,” says Earl Woods, ‘‘because
I think jazz is one of the last creative arts we have/*
Golf was the outcome, as nearly everyone knows. Tiger
now likes rap and hip-hop. But I don’t think this story is
ij:
necessarily one of incongruous musical tastes, any
more than 1 would conclude that parents who want
their children to be jazz musicians should sign
them up for golf. Music is not entirely predictable in terms of cause and effect. Its
effects are more sweeping than that.
“It fortifies their existence,” clarinetist Buddy DeFranco has said
about jazz education for young peo> . T pie. “[It] encourages them to see
what they may one day become.,,

Buddy P t f i n t o (left) an d Eddie Daniels
Photos by Garrett Cfseen

There might, after all, be some jazz in Tiger’s swing.
1 didn’t grow up listening to Miles Davis or Charlie
Parker. Not many children do. My own early musical expo
sure in Cut Bank, Montana, was eclectic, as demonstrated
by this creatively spelled diary entry:
Feb. 9,1 9 6 5 , Tues.
Dear Diary, We went to a concert tonight and it was
great! 1 forget the lady’s name, but she is a artist, tapdancer,
comedien, ballarina, singer, arid possibly others. She is real
ly talented! Well, gotta go! Adios! Astala Vista!
While a one-woman chautauqua apparently was possible
on the Hi-Line, jazz was notably missing in rural areas of
Montana in those days. This is no longer true, judging
from the roster of high school jazz bands that attend
the Buddy DeFranco Jazz Festival at U M each
spring. There are bands from Montana’s bigger high
schools, of course, but there also are groups from St.
Ignatius, Deer Lodge, Libby, Belgrade, Malta—
small towns where jazz, despite its rural roots, isn’t
common fare. It occurred to me that these jazz
bands might exist, in part, because of the festival,
which is going into its third decade.

Byron Stripling

It became the Buddy DeFranco Jazz Festival a few years ago, when

inet by age eight and listening to Eddie Lang and Joe Venuti play in a

DeFranco, winner of twenty Downbeat magazine awards, nine Metro*

neighborhood music store. His father and uncle were big-band fans, so

name magazine awards, and sixteen Playboy All-Star awards naming

he heard that music, both live and on records. By age thirteen, he had

him the number one jazz clarinetist in the world (who happens to live

organized his own swing band. He spent his teenage years sneaking into

part time in Whitefish, M ontana), lent his name and brought his tal

jazz clubs, hearing A rt Tatum, Benny Goodman, and Artie Shaw.

ent to the event, attracting top-notch jazz performers to share the bill.

Despite a materially poor childhood, he had all the preparation that

DeFranco grew up in South Philadelphia, where his father, a blind

might predict a brilliant future in jazz, and in this case it happened. He

piano tuner, taught him to play the mandolin. The mandolin career was

went on to “set the example for all jazz musicians for technical bril

short-lived. DeFranco told Downbeat magazine that he was playing clar-

liance, improvisational virtuosity and creative warmth,” according to
Downbeat, where he is cited as “one of the most imaginative clarinetists
playing today.” Nearly eighty, he remains at the top of the field.
Clarinetist Eddie Daniels and trumpeter Byron Stripling joined
DeFranco at the 2002 festival for two evening performances with three
UM jazz bands, along with a roster of professionals that included native
M ontanan David Morgenroth, UM music Professor Robert LedBetter,
and former UM student Clipper Anderson. These evening concerts
capped day-long clinics in which high school groups had the opportu
nity to work with prominent adjudicators Charlie Argersinger and
Denny Christianson.
“Clinic” describes the feel of those sessions better than “adjudica
tion.” Despite their impressive credentials as composers, educators, and
performers, Argersinger and Christianson functioned more as fix-it guys
(facilitators, if you may) than as judges. Each band had a quick fifteenminute shot at playing, enough time for two songs. A nother fifteen
minutes went to the adjudicator’s response, which sometimes involved

Eddie Daniels leads UM's Jazz Band I.
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coaxing a new sound out of die group. Musical elements were isolated
and examined, just as a part might be extracted from a body or a car.

The fourth annual Buddy DeFranco Jazz Festival will be a special event—a jazz birthday party for DeFranco, who is turn
ing 80 in 2003. The festival will be April 25-26, 2003, with events held in the University Theatre. Artists who will join
DeFranco include James Moody, Butch Miles, Bill Watrous, Fabrice Zammarchi, and Joe Cohn.

Bits of phrases, musical

if we

and verbal, floated down

Missoula for “State.” We

from the stage to the scat

received

tered audience.

sheets with numbers at the

“Intuitive

were

lucky— to

adjudication

dynamic

district festival and, I have

motions,” I heard Christ

to confess, we sometimes

ianson say in a session

bypassed the comments to

with the Russtones, from

get to the rating.

Charles M. Russell High

Ranking is inescapable,

School in G reat Falls.

in music as in sports. The

“Solid from top to bot
tom.”

Hi-Line music teachers of
my memory, lovely, cour

“Fat and separated”

teous individuals most of

was another phrase that

the year, became warlords

stuck in my mind. Music,
the players were remind

bent on slaughter in the
The trombone section in UM’s Jazz Band I backs Buddy DeFranco in an evening performance.

spring. In my opinion, this

ed, has real substance. “T hat melody,” Christianson told the Russtones,

was probably okay. Sports dominated most of the time; why shouldn’t

“is literally going somewhere in space.”

music receive its fair share of aggression? But winning wasn’t the only

He used the language of jazz, which is n o t especially codified; it’s

point. A “Superior” rating—a “O ne”— was a passport for travel, and we

learned as you go. As I watched Christianson (director of music at

were eager to go. Musical success, in that context, did not represent tal
en t so much as possibility.

Humber College in Montreal) work with the Russtones, I wondered
about the players: W ho were they? W hat would they become? Typical

A t the UM jazz festival the model for musical performance seems to

for our time, several eras were represented in the Russtones’ hairstyles

be something closer to groups lining up to play at a jazz club. T he num

and the way they wore their suits. T he drummer was from the 70s, one

ber system is downplayed, according to Lance Boyd, UM ’s director of

saxophonist was definitely 1962, another was early ’80’s punk. Missoula’s
Hellgate High School Jazz Band, waiting in the wings, evoked various

jazz studies. Participants can request a rating, but competition isn’t the
focus of the event.

levels of swank in their black tuxedos; they looked like young propri

A forum is provided; you’re invited to play. T he stakes are still

etors of a well-heeled casino. There were only a few girls in any of the

there—will you be successful or not? But winning is something other

groups, high school or college. The study of jazz hasn’t yet become as

than beating an opponent. It’s finding your voice and making it heard,

equal-gendered, as say, law school. O h well. T he music simply tran
scended it all.

what you are doing,” DeFranco says,“and the desire to do something dif

in many ways a more intricate endeavor. It’s about “having passion for

I know jazz has its epochs, trends, and fads. (DeFranco himself is

ferent, however minimal, so that you become an original, so that peo

credited with leading the way from swing to bop.) But I wonder if jazz

ple will say . . . ‘T hat’s who it is.’ ‘T h at’s Bird.’ ‘T hat’s A rt Tatum.’

doesn’t provide a door out at times— out of the incessant, insistent
world of pop culture. (Witness middle-schoolers in Missoula who are

‘T hat’s Oscar Peterson.’ ‘T hat’s Buddy.’”

lucky enough to experience the annual Starlighter’s Ball at Rattlesnake

Many of the aspiring jazz musicians at the UM jazz festival will turn
a comer and become something else. W hat will they be? A golf star? A

Middle School. Each year, preteens and just-teens—all those kids so

writer? A comedian/ballerina? It’s good to think that these students are,

into the world of the Walkman—play Duke Ellington under the glitter

meanwhile, discovering something about themselves through playing

ball with astonishing skill and grace.) Jazz is a bit detached from the dic

jazz. Maybe they will find what DeFranco calls that “inner voice.” Jazz,
then, will be something they take away with them, wherever they go,

tates of mediated taste; it has its own grooves of meaning. A nd it has a
“ticket to ride” feeling, as if it were linked by a taut, invisible line to
somewhere else.
W hen I was in high school, the music at the spring music festivals
wasn’t generally jazz, but it wasn’t what we heard on KSEN’s “Night
Flight,” either. W hatever else it was to us, our spring foray into other
worldly music (Chopin, Debussy, Khachaturian) most of all meant
mobility—we went to Shelby or Havre for the district festival, then—

whatever they do, and it will show up again as real substance—a beau
tiful sentence, a perfect swing.
Megan McNamer received a bachelor’s degree in music from UM in
1976 and a master's degree in ethnomusicology from the University o f
Washington in 1986. She has no idea what her musician children will grow
up to be.
W in te r 2 0 0 2 M ontanan
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What the Corps of Discovery Can Teach Us Today
BY.
!p f
- /

K E L

J ^ ;fc w years ag<^ 'a'group of friends and I canoed part o f the

- / ^
ir

DAN

B...

B. 0 T K 1 N

Clark had done—not merely to endure the Missouri and get out at the

White'Glifre stretch of the Missouri River—from Viigelle,^ end, but to prevail over.obstacles and maintain our abilities to think,
dream, imagine; conjecture—to continue to function as thinking, civ
\
to Judith Landing. Like many other Lewis and Clark
ilized people in spite of the challenges o f nature— not glumly enduring,
\ ^ b i 3 f s , I had* wanted to do this for a long time. I had

continent, traveled 'o n the Missouri and Columbia Rivers in other

but cheerfully prevailing.
More than a hundred years before us, Maximilian did what we were

kinds of boats, and traveled on land to this stretch of the Missouri River

doing—retracing the paths of Lewis and Clark—but he did it before

a number of times. Several times I had come close to getting a canoe in

color photography and, like any tourist, he wanted color images to

the water when last minute obstacles arose.

remember his trip by. So he brought along his own commissioned painter,

j f

% explored most of Lewis and Clark’s trek across the

So it was with great delight that we put our canoes into the Missouri

Swiss watercolorist Karl Bodmer. Thank goodness he did. Bodmer’s

on a h ot August day, pushed out into the current, and started downriv

paintings are a beautiful record of what was little recorded—th $

er. Lewis and Clark passed that way in June 1805, and we had prepared

American West before it was greatly changed by European civilization.

ourselves to follow their experiences carefully. Among other things, we

O ne of our guides pointed out exact geological formations that

brought along Gary Moulton’s excellent new edition of the journals.

Bodmer had painted, and at such locations we stopped and compared

Charlie Beveridge, historian and editor of the papers of Frederick Law

modem reality with Bodmer’s historical record. In most cases, the

Olmsted, America’s great park and landscape planner, was in one of the

scenery of the W hite Cliffs area had changed little— it was still as fan

canoes. He had brought color copies of Karl Bodmer’s paintings of this

ciful as he had painted it and others had described it—columnar forms

region of the Missouri River—paintings done in 1834 when Bodmer

like the ruins of some past civilization.

had accompanied German Prince Maximilian.
But more than that, we set out to travel as successfully as Lewis and

View o f th e Stone Walls by Karl Bodmer
Courtesy o f th e toslyn Art Museum, Omaha, Nebraska

Gift o f Enron Art Foundation

Each day the temperature climbed to 100
|rees Fahrenheit. After a several-year

#
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Morning Light on th e W hite Cliffs, by Charles Fritz, 2001, oil on canvas, 10 x 28.

drought, the Missouri’s current was slower than usual, but still quite
brisk for a major river—about four miles an hour. T he water was low

died of appendicitis, unrelated to the expedition’s experiences; they

and was not working well as an air conditioner. We went about ten

ing Sacagawea and her baby boy; and not only were vigorous during the

miles or so each day and felt exhausted by the time we had pulled our

day, but had enough energy at night to make detailed entries in their

canoes ashore and put up our tents. Wow, what a day’s work, we said.

journals, some of the best natural history journals of any expedition in

T hen we took out the Lewis and Clark journals and looked to see how

human history. They had to be smart and practical. They also had to

far they had gone in that same location. Each day we discovered that

understand and accept nature for what she really was, and deal with

the Corps of Discovery had gone considerably farther upstream than we

whatever she wanted to give out. A nd give out tough situations she did.

had gone downstream.

made it to the Pacific and back as a small party of thirty-three, includ

W hen Lewis and Clark reached the great falls on the Missouri

It was a sobering thought. I knew that Lewis and Clark and the men

River, a little way upstream from where we were struggling to canoe

who went with them were strong, but knowing and feeling it were quite

downstream, nature let go with a whopper of a hailstorm. For once,

different, and each day we really felt it. T he more our muscles ached,
the more our respect grew for that group that passed this way in 1805

Lewis and Clark had taken time off to do a little sightseeing. The

and returned in 1806.

Indians had told them about a giant spring just above the falls, and they

It is easy for an armchair explorer to romanticize what Lewis and

were out to see it. They found it and were impressed.
“This water boils up from under the rocks near the edge of the river

Clark did, and believe that they were probably just like us, not only in

and falls imediately into the river 8 feet and keeps its Colour for a mile

physical prowess, but also in the way they looked at the world— includ

which is emencely Clear and of a bluish Cast,” Clark wrote with his

ing how they looked at nature and themselves. If we think we would be

own style of spelling, appreciating the spring as much as any modem

tired out, we assume they would be, too. If we think we would be fright

tourist, but going a step further by taking measurements and describing

ened, we assume they would be, too. If we believe something about

the area carefully.
Like Clark, Lewis takes measurements, writing that the spring was

nature, we assume they believed it, too.
But that’s wrong. A nd we can leam much from the Corps of
Discovery: about how people thought, felt, and acted toward nature

about 25 yards from the river, “situated in a pretty little level plain, and
has a suddon decent of about 6 feet in one part of it’s course.” A differ

almost two hundred years before us; what the American West was like
before it was changed by European civilization; and how they were able

ence between Lewis and Clark and we modem travelers is their pen
chant for quantitative measurements, important to modem scientific

to succeed in their travels despite notable challenges.

use of their journals.
O n his way to the giant springs, Lewis was “overtaken by a violent

T heir success continues to amaze us: They lost only one man, who

18 Wince:
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This painting is part of a national touring exhibit of Lewis & Clark sites by Charles Fritz, coordinated by the Montana Museum of Art and Culture at UM-Missoula.

gust of wind and rain from the S. W. attended with thunder and

O ther members of the expedition also suffered from that storm. One

Liming.” He took shelter “in a little gully wher there were some broad

was “nocked down three times and others without hats or any thing on

stones” that he thought he could use to protect his head from hail. He

their head bloody & complained verry much,” Clark wrote. He gave

remained for about an hour “without shelter and took a copious

everybody a little grog, he added. Great! I thought, sipping a martini at

drenching.”
Clark, meanwhile, was ascending alongside the series of falls so that

our campsite and reading the journals. I’m sure that made the guys feel
much better.

he could retake some notes about the river that he had lost on his previous ascent. W ith him was Charbonneau, the French-Canadian inter

lent gusts through our tents, so th at I had to venture out and check that

preter, his Indian wife, Sacagawea, their baby boy, Pompey, and York,

everything was holding down. Some of our party said in the morning

Clark’s manservant. They too saw the black cloud coming. Clark

that they had never experienced anything so violent, and they were

“looked about for a shelter but could see no place without being in great

afraid in the night. I imagined Captain Clark passing them a little grog

danger of being blown into the river if the wind should prove as turbe-

and telling them to get back to work—canoeing upstream.

T hat night at our campsite the wind picked up and blew with vio

lant as it is on some time ....” He found a deep ravine with “shelveing

In the midst of Clark’s escape from the rising water, he had lost the

rocks” where they took shelter. He put his guns and compass under one

expedition’s large and best compass, which was a “serious loss,” he wrote.

rock. “Soon after a torrent of rain and hail fell more violent than ever

Huh. We had compasses on our trip, but after all, we only had to follow

1saw before,” Clark wrote. M other Nature was at it.

the river, so the loss of a compass would have mattered little to us.

The intensity was so great that it produced a flow of water into the

Fortunately for Lewis and Clark, the next morning two of the men

ravine where he and Sacagawea had taken shelter. It was clear that they
had to get out of the ravine. Clark took his gun in his left hand and used

went to the falls and found the compass covered with mud and sand,
but everything else, including a tomahawk, shot pouch, powder and

his right to help Sacagawea, who was carrying her baby. “Before I got
out of the bottom of the revein,” Clark wrote, ’’the water was up to my

balls, moccasins, and the baby’s clothes and bedding, were gone. In the
morning after our storm, a few of my things had gotten wet, but n oth

waste &. wet my watch.”

ing that I did not have a second set of.

By the time he reached the top of the ravine, he estimated that the

The abilities of Lewis and Clark went considerably beyond strength,

water had risen at least 15 feet (once again, nothing stopped him from

courage, endurance, and measurement. They also had to battle against

making quantitative observations). Sacagawea’s baby had lost his
clothes, she herself was wet and cold and “just recovering from a Severe

some of the beliefs and ideas that had engendered their expedition.

indisposition.”

phers, natural scientists, and other intellectuals, including Thomas

W hen they set out from St. Louis, the prevailing belief among geogra

W inter 2002 Montanan
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Lewis a n d C la rk £ th e C orps o f Discovery, © 2 0 0 1 by Monte Dolack, commissioned by the Lewis & Clark Interpretive Center in Great Falls.

Jefferson, was that the best route to the West would be up the Missouri

or not, and then be obliged to return and take the other stream would

to its headwaters, across the mountains, and then down the Columbia.
Their reasoning was governed by the ancient but still accepted myth of

not only loose us the whole of this season but would probably- so dis
hearten the party that it might defeat the expedition altogether,” Lewis

the balance of nature, one of whose precepts, tracing back to the
Greeks, was that nature was—and had to be—symmetric. This meant

wrote.
Great! I thought, still sitting at my campsite. Finally something has

that N orth America had to be symmetric— the mountains of the West

daunted old Meriwether. But not for long. Although the future of the
expedition, perhaps even their lives, depended on the right choice,

had to be exactly like those of the East; a crossing of the Rocky
Mountains would be an easy one* or two-day event. O ne expert car
tographer of the time wrote that the mountains could be no more than
6,320 feet high. How exact! But how wrong.

Lewis took a detached, almost scientific approach, as if he were a mod
em scientist sitting in a comfortable laboratory office, rather than at a
rough camp in bad weather. I imagined how one of our crew would

Nature in the American West was anything but a simple, elegant

have reacted to this situation. Probably it would have taken another

balance, as anyone surviving that hailstorm at the great falls ought to
realize. Lewis and Clark realized this, accepted it, and dealt with it. If

round of grog.
Lewis calmly proposed an experiment: ‘T o this end an investigation

they had not, they probably would have died along the way.

of both streams was the first thing to be done.” He recognized the need

O ne of their most impressive experiences in dealing with nature-asit-really-was took place when they reached the confluence of the
Marias and Missouri Rivers. O n June 3, 1805, the expedition was
camped at what we now know as the mouth of the Marias River, but
which appeared to Lewis and Clark as the junction of two large rivers.
T he problem was that they weren’t sure which of the rivers was the
Missouri— the river that flowed in from the north, or the one that
flowed in from the west. In a certain sense this is arbitrary, because at
the confluence of two major waterways, you can call either one the
upstream continuation of the main river. But for Lewis and Clark, the
question was: W hich river would take them the farthest into the moun

to measure things about the river, making observations quantitative, to
“learn their widths, depths, comparative rapidity . . . and thence the

Daunting Numbers
• Number of animal species discovered by Lewis and Clark: 122
• Number of plant species discovered by Lewis and Clark: 178
• Approximate number of miles covered by the expedition: 8,000
• Am ount President Jefferson asked be appropriated by Congress
to fund the expedition: $2,500

tains and give them the best route over the Rockies to the Columbia?
The Indians had told them to search for a river that had some great falls

• Number of grizzlies encountered by the expedition: 37 r
• Estimated number of grizzlies that roamed the 530,000 square

on it. This would lead them to the trails used by the Indians to pass over
the mountains.
Choosing the wrong river and following it would have serious con
sequences for the expedition. “To mistake the stream at this period of

expedition passed through: 10,000
• Miles traveled up the Missouri, nearly covered with white
feathers, before Lewis identified the source as pelicans: 3

the season, two months of the traveling season having now elapsed, and
to ascend such stream to the rocky Mountain or perhaps much farther
before we could inform ourselves whether it did approach the Columbia
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miles in the Rocky Mountains and short-grass prairies the

Sources: The Journals o f Lewis

and Clark,

1953, edited by Bernard DeVoto; O w

Naomi

History: The Lesuns o fLaos and Clark, 1995, Daniel B. Botkin; and What's host, Whai's Left:
A Status Report on the Planes and Animals of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, 2002, Sierra Club.

comparative bodies of water furnished by each,” and by these means
attempt to infer which was the Missouri.
Most of the men believed the north fork was the river to follow. Its
waters ran “in the same boiling and rolling manner which has uni'
formly characterized the Missouri throughout its whole course — ” O n
the other side were Lewis and Clark who, Lewis wrote, were “not quite
so precipitate.”
They decided to explore both forks, what scientists would call testing the two hypotheses. T he next morning Clark led a group up the
west fork, while Lewis took a group up the north. T he rest of the expe
dition remained at the base camp where the two forks joined. Lewis
traveled up the north fork for two days. He found that this fork con
tinued northward toward what is now the border between Montana
and Alberta, Canada, and he became convinced that this direction was
too far to the north to be the route to the Pacific. Lewis returned, dis
cussed the situation w ith Clark, and the two agreed that the west fork

H e a d o f a B u ffa lo by Karl Bodmer

was the right one. T he rest of the crew, still skeptical but with great

Courtesy o f the Joslyn Art Museum, Omaha, Nebraska vt

faith in the leaders, acquiesced. Lewis and Clark were correct; they got

Gift of Enron Art Foundation

to the mountains and over them just in time, finding them much more
challenging than 6,320-foot-high mountains of the east.
Throughout their travels, Lewis and Clark made use of what we call
today the elements of the scientific method. First, they measured and

point before the wind flipped their canoes. They edged slowly along the
shore, sometimes reaching out to a branch to steady their crafts, some
times using a curve to get a little more out of the wind.

counted just about everything. Each time they saw grizzlies, they wrote

W e walked upstream as far as the cottonwoods along the shore

down how many (usually one), where, and when. From those counts, I

allowed and grabbed their ropes, pulled them down to the landing and

was able to get a rough estimate o f the original number of the grizzlies,

got them safely ashore, just as our canoes, which had been laid upside

a number available no other way. They observed carefully and objec

down but left untied, began to blow away, so strong was the wind. We

tively—from determining how big a pelican’s beak was by pouring

scrambled in a wind forceful enough to almost push us to the ground

known quantities of water into the beak of one that had been shot, to

and managed to tie our canoes with bungee cords to various objects. It

examining the shore of the river as they traveled up it to see where

was as near as we had come to experiencing the violence of the

would be the best locations for towns. From their observations, ques

Missouri River environment as Lewis and Clark had become accus

tions arose about the causes of w hat they saw, and they wrote down

tomed to. This ending to our adventure brought us closer to theirs than

conjectures— once again, scientific hypotheses— to explain what they

we had expected, and closer than we probably wanted. It set us to

saw. A nd they were often right. Clark saw a good harbor near the pre

thinking once again about w hat great explorers they were.

sent location of Kansas City. It was aside an island, and he wrote that

W hen we study Lewis and Clark and their voyage of discovery, we

the harbor formed because the island forced the water to speed as it

find much more than a simple adventure. We find that Lewis and Clark

flowed around it, eroding the outside of the curve and cutting a natur

were tough, courageous, and devoted to quantitative observations,

al harbor. He understood, therefore, what we call hydrodynamics.
As our group approached our takeout point at Judith Landing, I real

which they recorded carefully. They were able to overcome the limita
tions o f their cultural heritage and use the equivalent of the scientific

ized that for most of our journey downstream we had been too occupied

method under the most difficult circumstances. They did not simply

with the work of travel and with our own conversations to have the

endure the American West from within their own culture; they pre

time to measure, count, or do very much in the way of scientific con

vailed because of their abilities, physical and intellectual, to break out
of a mold. *5^

jectures. We hauled our canoes out just at lunch time, set out paper
plates and cups, and got ready to sit down to a pleasant meal. Suddenly,
under a clear sky, a strong wind arose, scattering our paper plates and

Daniel Botkin is the author o f Discordant Harmonies: A New Ecology

cups and tossing food on the ground. Once we collected all that we
could, we went down to the shore as the wind grew stronger. Several

for the 21st Century and O ur Natural History: Lessons from Lewis and

canoeists from another group were struggling to make it to the takeout

Clark, among other books. He was a visiting scholar at UM during fall
semester 2001.
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deep in the confines of the Rocky Mountains, attracted Lewis and Clark.

upcoming Lewis and Clark Bicentennial, we

The Rocky Mountains are at the heart of the Lewis and Clark

mustn’t forget that Missoula is the geographic

Expedition. O ne needn’t be a geographical genius to find a way up the
Missouri River, or down the Clearwater, Snake, and Columbia. But

£

epicenter of the entire expedition.
O ther cities in Montana claim Lewis and

crossing the Rockies

Clark, but they are interlopers. T he explorers spent one solid m onth in

stretched the abilities

1805 in the Great Falls area, but they hated every minute of it.

and the patience of

Everything that could go wrong did go wrong. T he Shoshone Indians

Lewis and Clark to

weren’t there to provide directions; the falls were not a lone impedi

the utmost.

JK L

ment but five separate cataracts with intervening cascades; the eigh-

Contrary to gener

teen-and-a-half-mile portage across steep ravines and gullies was
incredibly arduous; Meriwether Lewis’s “iron boat”—a skin-covered

al early A merican

canoe—filled with water and sank; the last dram of a 120-gallon supply

Rockies are not a sin

of distilled spirits disappeared on the 4th of July. All things considered,

gle, easily crossed
chain of mountains.

Lewis
and
Philadelphia.

Clark

preferred

the

Bozeman is a late entry. Lewis

They are n o t the
Appalachians, where one can pass from the Potomac to the Ohio

never saw it, but Clark came close.

watersheds in half a day. The Rockies are chain after chain of moun

The headwaters of the Missouri River

tains—fifty-three separate chains in M ontana alone. A t this latitude

is an important site, but Lewis was

they are 250 to 300 miles wide. Getting across, over, through, around

worried when he arrived—still no
Shoshone and now late in the sea
son—and Clark was constipated. He

sumed the entire summer of 1805, drew the expedition far off course,
and derailed its carefully crafted timetable for reaching the Pacific and

was feverish, bilious, and had not had
a passage in several days. Lewis prescribed five of Dr. Rush’s Bilious Pills,
a particularly powerful laxative known as Rush’s Thunderbolts. Clark
spent an extremely restless night, but he was up and about the next day.
O ther Montana cities are not even in the running. Only Missoula,

It Winter 2002 Monunan

understanding,

the Rocky Mountains was the explorers’ sternest test. The journey con

returning.
Missoula is dead center in the middle of the northern Rocky
Mountains. Look at a physiographical map of the Northwest and find
Missoula. It is surrounded by mountains in all directions. Missoula is
100 miles from Lost Trail Pass, over the Bitterroot Mountains to the

south. It is 100 miles from Lookout Pass, over the Bitterroots to the

“Our guide could not inform us where this river [the Bitterroot] dis

northwest. It is 100 miles from Rogers Pass, over the Continental

charged itself into the Columbia river he informed us that it continues

Divide to the east, and 130 miles from Homestake Pass, over the divide

it’s course along the mountains to the N. as far as he knew it and that

to the southeast. W hen you get to Missoula, you’re halfway there.

not very distant from where we

Meriwether Lewis figured all this out on his return trip through

then were it formed a junction

Montana in 1806. The previous season, o n the outbound trip, the expe

with a stream nearly as large as

dition had been, to put it bluntly, lost. Proceeding upriver on the

itself which took it’s rise in the

Missouri from G reat Falls, the Corps of Discovery was traveling south,

mountains near the Missouri to

not west, and getting farther away from the Pacific, not closer. The

the East of us and passed

Jefferson and Beaverhead Rivers do not constitute a northwest passage.

through an extensive valley

If you are going from G reat Falls to Missoula, you do not usually visit

generally open prairie which

Dillon. Standing on the C ontinental Divide at Lemhi Pass on August

forms an excellent pass to the

12,1805, Meriwether Lewis did not see the ocean. He did not see the

Missouri, th e p oint of the

Columbia River. He saw Idaho.

Missouri where this Indian pass

Only in Idaho did Lewis at last

intersects it, is about 30 miles

encounter the Shoshone Indians.

above the gates of the rocky

Continental Divide at

They were n o t at the great falls,

m ountain

n o t at Three Forks, not even in

informed us that a man might

Lemhi Pass on August

America. (Once the corps crossed

pass to the missouri from hence

the C ontinental Divide into what

by that route in four days.”

12,1805, Meriwether

we now know as Idaho they were

Standing on the

. . . th e guide

Toby described a shortcut

no longer in territory owned or

from Travelers’ Rest to the Missouri, across the top of the U-shaped

Lewis did not see the

claimed by the U nited States.)

route the expedition had followed. The “stream nearly as large as itself’

ocean. He did not see

turned out to be Sacagawea’s

is today’s Clark Fork of the Columbia, flowing through Missoula. The
“extensive valley generally open prairie” is the Clark Fork and Little

brother. Many consider the meet

Blackfoot Valley, then over Mullan Pass and along the edge of the

Shoshone Chief Cameahwait

the Columbia River.
He saw Idaho.

ing to be happenstance, or coinci

Prickly Pear Valley to the Missouri. Thirty miles above the Gates is just

dence. But Lewis had known what

east of Helena. Today’s highway distance is about 135 miles. Four days

he was doing when he brought the

is a long cry from the fifty-two days of rugged travel the expedition had

Shoshone girl along.

just expended. Right then and there, Lewis and Clark decided that if

W hen Lewis asked Cameahw ait how to get out of Idaho,

they ever got back this way they would split up and try Toby’s route.

Cameahwait told him it was impossible. He described the Snake and

But why did the expedition not descend the Clark Fork, which

Salmon Rivers, both impassable. Lewis didn’t believe him. He sent

Lewis rightly figured flowed northwest to the “Tacootchetesse” or

William Clark ahead with ten men to reconnoiter the “River of No

Columbia River, and which provides, via Lake Pend d’Oreille, an all

Return.” Clark saw for himself the impossibility of floating the Salmon.

water route to the Pacific? There are three responses to this puzzle. First,

Then, in an act of desperate independence, Clark hired an old

Lewis had learned, however vaguely, that the Clark Fork takes a decid

Shoshone man, “Toby,” to guide the expedition across the mountains

edly roundabout route to the ocean. It flows northwest into Lake Pend

to navigable waters.
Toby may have been suffering from incipient Alzheimer’s. All the

d’Oreille, out of the lake due north (as the Pend d’Oreille River) into

other Indians disparaged his knowledge. His initial stretch was not auspi

letter S in modem Washington state before straightening out for the

cious. Lost Trail Pass is named for Toby, who clearly didn’t know the eas

Pacific. It would be absolutely impossible to reach the ocean by this

iest way back into Montana. “Pilot lost his way,” Clark noted ruefully.

route before winter— indeed, before spring. Second, Lewis noted “the

modem Canada, and empties into the Columbia, which forms a huge

Travelers’ Rest (modem Lolo), Toby redeemed himself. He offered the

circumstance of their being no sammon” in the Bitterroot River, which
indicated “that there must be a considerable fall in it below.” If salmon

most significant bit of geographical knowledge that Lewis and Clark
acquired anywhere on the entire trek. Toby’s observations deserve quo

could not come upriver, the expedition might n o t be able to go down.
(Kettle Falls, on the Columbia River in Washington state, was such an

tation. In Lewis’s words:

obstacle; it is now inundated by the waters of Lake Roosevelt behind

Coming rapidly down the Bitterroot River, and approaching

W in te r 2 0 0 2 M ontanan
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G rand Coulee Dam.)

river from T he University of Montana.” It’s another five miles “to the

Finally, Toby

entrance of the CokahlaHishkit,” today’s Blackfoot River.

recom

mended a route, more or

Lewis did not follow Toby’s directions to the Missouri via Helena.

less directly east to west,

He’d learned even more about the geography of western Montana from

over Lolo Pass and the
Bitterroot Mountains to

the Nez Perce and Flatheads. He headed up the CokahlaHishkit River,

the Clearwater, Snake,

Clark Pass to the Sun River and

and Columbia Rivers. It

G reat Falls. T he journey took

was th e shortest and

not Toby’s four but nine days,

most direct route to the
ocean. The Bitterroots

including hunting trips.

were already covered

Meriwether Lewis returned to
St. Louis in September 1806 he

todays Broadway Street

“felt perfectly satisfyed,

immediately wrote to Thomas

across the riverfrom The

that if the Indians could

Jefferson. “W e have discovered,”

pass these mountains with their women and Children, that we could

he told the president, “the most

also pass them.” O f course, the Indians crossed in the summertime,

practicable rout which dose exist

Step hen Ambrose

when they could see the trail.

across the continent by means of

U ndaunted Courage

w ith snow, but Lewis

the “River of the Road to Buffalo” and across the misnamed Lewis and

Missoula is central. W hen

■

“Theypassed through
present-day Missoula,t up

University ofMontana, ”

Travelers’ Rest, and the expedition divides. Clark takes a large party

the navigable branches of the --------------Missouri and Columbia Rivers.” He then described “a passage by land

back to Three Forks, then east across Bozeman Pass to the Yellowstone

of 340 miles from the Missouri to the Kooskooski [Clearwater River] as

River, and down the river to N orth

“the most formidable part of the tract.”
“O f this distance,” he observed, “200 miles is along a good road, and

Flash forward now to July 1806. Lewis and Clark have returned to

Dakota. Meriwether Lewis visits
Missoula. W ith a party of nine he

140 over tremendious mountains which for 60 mis. are covered with

marches down the west bank of the

eternal snows.”
T hree hundred and

Bitterroot River. He sees the Clark
Fork coming in on his right. He

forty miles. G reat Falls to

builds a raft to cross the river.

the Clearwater River in

About halfway across the raft disin

Idaho. Lewis’s own route.

tegrates, and Lewis swims to shore.
He camps on the night of July 3 at

Right through Missoula.
Consider. Missoula is

the mouth of G rant Creek.

at the precise midpoint of

There is a historical marker on
East Broadway near McDonald’s at
Rattlesnake Creek. It claims Lewis camped there on July 4, 1806. He
didn’t. A sign at Finnegan’s Restaurant next door proclaims “Lewis and
Clark Camped Here.” They didn’t. Clark never saw Missoula.

Meriwether Lewis’ pas
sage. From Missoula to
G reat Falls is 170 miles. From Missoula to the Clearwater, by Lewis’
reckoning, is 170 miles. 170 + 170 = 340
Traveling the Lewis and Clark Trail this bicentennial? Come to

O n the morning of July 4,1806, Meriwether Lewis bade farewell to

Missoula, and branch out from here—to the Lolo Trail, to Lewis and

several Nez Perce and Flathead Indians who had accompanied him to
the G rant Creek campsite. H e then entered Missoula. “T he first 5 miles

Clark Pass, to G reat Falls and Dillon and Kamiah. W hile you’re here,
visit the University. G o Griz! ^

of our route,” he noted, “was through a part of the extensive plain in
which we were encamped, we then entered the mountains with the
East fork of Clark’s river through a narrow confined pass on it’s N. side.”
Lewis was riding along a well-worn Indian trail on the north bank
of the Clark Fork River. The trail later became part of the Mullan Road,
through Missoula. As the late Stephen Ambrose wrote, “They passed
through present-day Missoula, up today’s Broadway Street across the
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Harry Fritz is chairman o f UM’s history department. His book on the
expedition, tentatively tided The Lewis and Clark Expedition, 1803-1806,
will be published by Greenwood Press in 2003. Fritz recently began his 36th
year at UM and qualified for Social Security.
Artwork taken from cover illustration by Bob Zingmark.

NOTES

Jane Forvilly ‘5 4
Class N otes are compiled by Betsy Holmquist 67,
M .A. ’83. Su bm it new s to th e U M A lum ni
Association, Brantly Hall, Missoula, M T 59812. You
may fax your new s to (4 0 6 ) 243-4467 or e-mail it to
alumnote@selway.umt.edu. Material in this issue
reached our office by September 20, 2002. Please
contact U M A A with all nam e and address updates
at the above address or phone 1-877-U M -A L U M S.

# ’30s
W. G. Gilbert '36, J.D. ’39, and Horence “Murph"
Gilbert celebrated their 60th wedding anniversary
and Murph’s 90th birthday this summer in D illon.
They were married May 15, 1942, in Muskogee,
Okla.

§ ’50s
Calvin R. Davis ’53, Spokane, retired in June after
43 years in education— 15 years at Sheridan
Elementary School and 28 at W estview Elementary.
In 1992 C alvin was named to th e N ational H onor
Roll o f Teachers and in 1993 was o n e o f only six
teachers from throughout the country chosen to
visit the aircraft carrier U S S John F. Kennedy. A
Billings native, C alvin’s retirement plans include
returning to M ontana to fish.
Leslie Lind Gunlikson ’53 and Richard D.
Gunlikson ’53 celebrated their 5 0 th wedding
anniversary, June 14, by taking their six children,
spouses and grandchildren to Disney World and on
a Disney Cruise. T h e Gunliksons lived in C ut Bank
from 1955 to 1984 and now reside in Kalispell.
Jane Valentine Forvilly ’54, M.F.A. ’57 and her
husband, LaMar M. Forvilly '56, are retired teachers
living in N oti, Ore. Jane is th e first recipient o f the
McManus Distinguished Service Award. Presented
by the Oregon Music Educators Association, th e
award honors her “career achievem ent, excellence
and distinguished contribution to music education
in Oregon.” A ctive as a conductor, adjudicator and
clinician, Jane instituted and now coordinates a
statewide mentor program betw een retired and
active m usic teachers for th e O regon M usic
Educators Board o f Control.

Larry A. Strate ‘64

serving in this position throughout the U nited
States and Puerto Rico.
Lester H. Loble, II, J.D. ’66, is executive vice
president, general counsel and secretary for
M ontana Dakota U tilities Resources Group Inc. in
Bismarck, N .D . Les has served in M D U ’s legal
department since 1987. In 1999 he received the
Excellence in Corporate Practice Award given by
th e A m erican Corporate Counsel A ssociation and
W est Publishing Group. In 2000 Les was elected
president o f th e N o rth D akota S tate Bar
Association. H e and his wife, Terye, have three
grown children and two granddaughters.
Ira L Robison ’6 8 is the new choral director at
Billings Central C atholic H igh School. Ira received
a Master o f Theology degree from Boston University
in 1972 and was a U nited M ethodist pastor for 30
years. H e is active in th e B illings Sym phony
Chorale and th e Billings Studio Theatre.
Mary Cheryl Fay Beeby ’69 received th e inaugur
al Professional Tennis Registry Member o f the Year
Award for M ontana at an August ceremony in N ew
York City. Formerly Missoula’s city bicycle coordina
tor, Mary Cheryl now resides in H elena where she is
executive director for th e U nited States Tennis
A ssociation M ontana District.

# ’70s
George A. Venn, M.F.A. ’70, La Grande, Ore.,
was nam ed Eastern O regon U niversity’s 2002
Distinguished Teaching Faculty Member. Retiring
after 32 years as writer-in-residence at E O U , George
writes, “I’ve now read and responded to approxi
mately 3 0 0 ,000 pieces o f student writing, and I can

Lester Loble ‘66

Mary Bee by ‘69

still see!” H e taught all levels o f composition,
A m erican literature, started the university’s writing
lab, created th e English-as-a-second-language pro
gram, and taught and directed th e university’s cre
ative writing program. George has published four
books, most recently “W est o f Paradise,” a finalist for
the 2000 Oregon Book Award. H e has edited 16
works including th e 2,000-page, six-volum e
“O regon Literature Series.” R etirem ent plans
include “w riting full-tim e to com plete several
works-in-progress— a collection o f essays, a biogra
phy, a n ovel and a new and selected collection o f
poems.”
Robert A. Jackson ’71 retired from his medical
practice in Belgrade and accom panied his wife,
M SU scientist, Frances Drew Jackson ’92, “into the
field.” Frankie explains, “For the first tim e in 13
years Bob was able to join me in the field— digging
up a Triceratops in 104-degree heat, worrying about
range fires, and doing a lot o f hard work. It was great
to have him along, although I may not be able to
convince him to go again. H e always complains that
our ’vacations’ involve desolate, arid badlands . . .
n ot that I see anything wrong w ith that!”
Alice Lyden Chumrau, M.Ed. ’73, received the
National Excellence in Leadership Award at a June
ceremony in W ashington, D .C . A lice was honored
in th e “Person in th e Public Sector” category for her
achievem ents at Salish Kootenai C ollege, where she
is associate academic vice president. N oted were her
developm ent o f a childcare system and policies to
increase awareness o f sexual harassment and leader
ship for wom en students and wom en working at the
college. In 2001 A lic e received th e State o f
M ontana Excellence in Leadership Award.
Michael 0 . Holm ’73 became th e superintendent

MONTAN_

j | ’60s
Larry A. Strate ’64, associate professor o f business
law at the University o f Nevada Las Vegas, received
the UNLV A lum ni A ssociation’s Distinguished
Faculty Award for 2002. Larry served as an adminis
trator and faculty member at UNLV for 21 years. He
was honored for his teaching, advising, dedication to
students, research, publications and service to cam
pus and community.
Nancy Halverson Cabe ’65 began a three-year
term in April as moderator o f Presbyterian women
ra the Synod o f Alaska Northwest. A resident o f
Chattaroy, Wash., N ancy is o n e o f 16 moderators

M o n ta n a W e b site s, all in o n e p la c e
w w w . o a l i a e m o a t a a m . c o m
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LASS NOTES

Kristina Zallinger ’73
o f Glacier National Park in August. Mike began his
career with the National Park Service in 1975 as an
interpreter at Grant-Kohrs Ranch National Historic
Site in Deer Lodge. M ost recently h e was superin
tendent o f Carlsbad Caverns National Park in N ew
M exico. Mike and his wife, Patti Robinson Holm 7 3 ,
have two sons, N athan and Eric.
Dennis R. Lopach 7 3 , J.D. 7 6 , is Northw estern
Energy's senior vice president for administrative ser
vices, responsible for legal services, government and
regulatory relations, communications and human
resources in Montana, South Dakota and Nebraska.
Dennis and his family reside in Helena.
Gregory L Redekopp 7 3 , M.Ed. 7 9 , Butte, is dis
trict governor o f Toastmasters International District
17 for 2002-2003, overseeing approximately 700
Toastmasters for 37 Montana clubs. Greg is a training/developm ent specialist for N orthw estern
Energy. His wife, Katherine Brunell Redekopp 7 4 , a
teacher at Butte Central High School, participates
in the U M A lum ni Band at Homecoming.
Kristina Zallinger. M.F.A. 7 3 , a resident o f N ew
Haven, Conn., has produced 3 0 pieces o f found
object sculpture, beginning with her 2000 piece
“Self Portrait.” Kristina has shown twice in N ew
Haven, been in a juried show in N ew York City, and
will take part in a group show at the Artsforum

Leni Mihara ’7 5

Gallery in N Y C next March.
Thomas G. Mihara 7 5 received a Doctor o f
Philosophy degree from G eorge W ashington
U niversity S ch ool o f Business and Public
M anagement in May. H e is a faculty member in the
university’s School o f Public Health and Health
Services. Commander Mihara is also the director o f
Healthcare Financial Policy and Sim ulation with
the Office o f the Secretary o f Defense (TRICARE
M anagement A ctivity) in Falls Church, Va. Thomas
and Irene Lenore “Leni” Mihara 7 5 met while stu
dents at U M and celebrated their 30th wedding
anniversary September 1st. Leni teaches math in the
Montgomery County Public Schools in Maryland.
Bruce C. Peterson 7 6 received a Master o f
D ivinity degree in May from Luther Seminary in St.
Paul, Minn. Bruce is pastor at Concordia Lutheran
Church in Crosby, N .D . W hen interviewing for the
position, h e met the local mortician w ho was wear
ing an M SU “Stomp the Griz” T-shirt. Bruce writes
that he foresees some good, local Griz-Cat rivalry in
his new position.
James Patrick Colyer 7 7 earned a master’s degree
in business administration in July from Pacific
Lutheran University. James has worked in the phar
maceutical industry for the past 25 years; h e is the
western national account director for emerging mar

Thomas Mihara ’75

Janies Colycr ’77

kets for AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals in Poulsbo,
Wash. Jim and his wife, Marcelia, have three chil
dren: Caelan, Jon and Reagan.
Barbara Cox Merchant 7 8 o f Ridgecrest, Calif., is
vice president o f hum an resources for the
Orthopedic and Neurological Rehabilitation Inc.,
hom e office in Los Gatos, Calif. Her sister, Mary
Ellen Cox Iserman ’67, o f Gilroy, Calif., works for
Santa Clara County, developing residences for the
elderly and low-incom e families.
Elizabeth Simmons O’Neill 7 8 was recently
named the Distinguished Teacher o f the Year for the
Departm ent o f English at th e University of
Washington in Seattle. Elizabeth and her husband,
John O’Neill 7 6 , both teach in U W ’s interdiscipli
nary writing program. Their daughter, Emma, is a
sophomore at UW; daughter, Zoe, is a senior in high
school; and their son, Liam, is in second grade.
J. K. Kim Simmons 7 8 , recently seen in “Spider
Man,” has finished filming “O ff the Map” and
“Hidalgo,” in w hich h e plays Buffalo Bill Cody. Both
films are due out next
fall. Kim was hon
ored by U M ’s
School o f Fine
A rts at its
April 2002

W Nominations ^

rnow being accepted^
for 2003 Distinguished
Alumni Awards
www.umt.edu/alumni

Distinguished Auiinni
Honored nr Homecoming
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I Anthony M. Brown

John W. JutHa

Nancy Fields O’Connor
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William G. Papesh

Marilyn Shope Peterson

Robert J. Swan

sn o i Moumnu-.

Monslgnor Anthony M. Brown ’58, Butte,
received U M ’s first doctorate in education. H e
has served as superintendent o f education for
th e D iocese o f H elena; president o f th e C ollege
o f G reat Falls; as a faculty member, dean and
president o f Carroll C ollege; o n th e M ontana
State Board o f Regents; and o n th e M ontana
State Board o f Education.

William G. Papesh ’65, Spokane, is president
and C E O o f W M Advisor, Inc. and th e WM
G roup o f Funds. H e currently chairs the
W ash in gton
S ta te
S ecu rities
A dvisory
C om m ittee and is serving his second term on
th e N a tio n a l Board o f G overnors o f the
Investm ent C om pany Institute, chairing its
Federal Legislation C om m ittee

John W. Jutila ’53, M .A . ’54, Bozeman, pro
fessor o f microbiology at M S U from 1961-1990,
served as M S U ’s first director o f W A M I, dean o f
th e C ollege o f Letters and Science, and vice
president for research. John established th e tech 
nology transfer program w ith linkage to M S U ’s
A dvanced Technology (Research) Park and c o 
founded and m anaged L igoC yte Pharma
ceuticals Inc.

Marilyn Shope Peterson ’57 ow ns and man
ages th e Emily A . Bed and Breakfast in Seeley
Lake. A nutritional consultant, dietician and
author, M arilyn is a former U M instructor,
departm ent dietitian, and faculty advisor. She
has served o n th e U M A lum ni A ssociation’s
Board o f D irectors and in th e H ouse o f
Delegates.

Nancy Fields O’Connor ’51, Los A ngeles, is a
founder o f th e Friends o f th e John W ayne C ancer
C lin ic at U C L A , a member o f th e International
C ouncil o f th e Sm ithsonian N ational M useum o f
th e A m erican Indian, and serves o n th e advisory
board o f U M ’s C arroll and N an cy Fields
O ’C onnor C enter for th e Rocky M ountain West.

Robert J. Swan 71, M .A . 7 2 , Box Elder, is
founder and C E O o f RJS & A ssociates, Inc. and
Sw an Electric, a branch o f RJS. Robert was cho
sen N ation al Indian Educator o f th e year in
1978 and was appointed by former President
Jimmy Carter to d ie N ation al A dvisory C ouncil
o n Indian Education from 1979 to 1982.

Dale Ketkvliet ’81

Carl Wackerman ’8 8

“Odyssey o f the Stars” production celebrating the
school’s graduates. H e and his wife, M ichelle
Schumacher, and their children, Joe, 4, and Olivia,
1, live in Hastings o n the Hudson, N.Y. Kim and
M ichelle m et when h e was Captain H ook and she
was Tiger Lily in Cathy Rigby’s production o f “Peter
Pan."

£ ’80s
Cheryl Jackson Hall, M .A . ’80, has m oved from
Gunnison, C olo., to Phoenix. T his fall, she began
teaching in the Bachelor o f Interdisciplinary Studies
Program at Arizona State University in Tempe.
Dale Kerkvliet ’81, Certified Forester, is a senior
forester for Plum C reek Timber Company,
Clearwater U nit, in Missoula. H e received o n e o f 11
Presidential Field Forester Awards from th e Society
o f American Foresters at its October, 2002 national
convention in W inton-Salem , N .C . D ale was recog
nized for his “uncom m on talent and innovative
methods used to achieve a record o f excellence in
the application o f forest management.” A member
o f SA F for 20 years, Dale is th e chairperson for the
Montana Natural Resources Youth Camp Board o f
Directors.

Bonnie Christensen ’8 9
Brian E. Parker ’82 is vice president for technol
ogy w ith S co tt Foresman, G lenview, 111., where he
coordinates th e developm ent o f video, audio, C D R OM and on-line com ponents. Brian, his wife,
Rosemary, and daughters, Brenna, Maura and
Bridget, live in Gurnee, 111.
David W. Simmons '83 leads tw o contemporary
services, writes th e music, and directs a vocal quar
tet and com bo at the Incarnation Lutheran Church
in M inneapolis. H e teaches vocal music at his son’s
middle school and writes scripts and scores for a
M inneapolis youth theater program. David was
commissioned to compose a score for a N A S A film
show ing at the St. Paul Planetarium. H e and his
wife, Nancy, and son, N iko, live in W hite Bear
Lake, Minn.

sixth year as an international educator, having pre
viously taught four years in Bangkok and a year in
Rome.
Bonnie Christensen ’89, M .A. ’92, has written
“Red Lodge and the Mythic West: Coal Miners to
Cowboys,” due out this fell from the University Press
o f Kansas. Her book describes how and why a little
coal mining town o f the 1910s became a postmodern
community o f the 1990s. Excerpts from the book
appear, beginning this fall, in the Montana Historical
Society publication, Montana: T h e Magazine o f
W estern History. Bonnie received a D octor o f
Philosophy degree from the University o f Washington
and currently teaches at Punahou School, a private
college prep school in Honolulu, Hawaii.

# ’90s

John C. Hauck ’87 writes from Billings that he
and Marlene Blaesius were married o n June 29. He
adds, “I am finally paying for a lifetime membership
to th e A lum ni Association. I knew I would n ot be
able to remember to pay annual dues if 1 didn’t. I
w ent through th e House o f Delegates program last
H om ecom ing and thought it was great. Keep up the
good work w ith that program!”

Paul J. Staso ’90, ’93 owns and operates the
Missoula-based W eb developm ent firm, OnTrack
Designs. He and his wife, Vicki Opstad Staso ’87,
have four children. Vicki is a teacher and volleyball
coach at Valley Christian School.

Carl L Wackerman ’88 is director o f bands for the
Christian Academ y in Japan, Tokyo. T his is Carl’s

David H. Pyron '92 is founder and president o f
Pyron Technologies Inc. o f Missoula. T h e company

Financial Advice fo r the Long Run.
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DAVIDSON u a viaso n
C O M PA N IES

& Co.

Since 1935, we've been based in the Northwest, serving the Northwest,
We're not Wall Street. We're not owned by a bank. We know Montana
because we're your neighbors. And we know how to help you reach
the financial objectives that are uniquely yours.

Billings • Bozeman • Butte • Dillon • Great Falls • Hamilton • Havre • Helena • Kalispell • Livingston • Missoula • Whitefish
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David Pyron ’9 2
designs and builds W eb applications, offers consult
ing, marketing and full technical support for the
Internet and W eb, and provides Information
Technology solutions for orthopedic clinics around
the U .S. Nearly all o f Dave’s ten employees are U M
grads.
Kelli Criner Sanders '92 is a member o f Trigger
Hippies, an ultimate Frisbee team that took third in
the World’s Ultim ate Frisbee Championships this
summer in Hawaii. A resident o f W est Yellowstone,

where she is co-owner o f the biking and N ordic ski
ing store Freeheel and W heel, Kelli also tosses
together a mean cappuccino at the store’s M ocha
Mammas coffee bar.
Kelly J. Magnuson ’94, community affairs coordi
nator at U M ’s University Village, is coordinating a
Resident Assistant Reunion for the summer o f 2004.
Kelly asks all former R A s to con tact her at
KMagnuson@mso.umt.edu
Jeana-Marie Johnson Flumefreddo '95 received

Schw anke

lUMMER
Institute
June 15-27, 2003

G iv e y o u r t e e n a g e r a t a s t e o f c o l l e g e lif e !

For m ore Inform ation,
p le a s e c a ll th e DHC a t
4 0 6 . 2 4 3 .2 5 4 1 or e-m all:
dh c@ selw ay.um t.edu

T h e S ch w an k e S u m m e r In stitu te , sp onsored b y
T h e D av id so n H o n o rs College, is designed to
give h ig h school ju n io rs a n d seniors a n exciting
academ ic experience. S tu d e n ts choose fro m
a m o n g th e follow ing tw o -c re d it courses offered
b y th re e o f U M ’s o u ts ta n d in g faculty:
"Relativity: From G alileo to Einstein a n d B eyond/'
"Creative W riting," a n d "Islam a n d the W est" (tentative).
S tu d e n ts w ill also h ik e in th e R attlesn ak e
W ilderness area a n d picnic a t Seeley Lake.

Application deadline:
April 1 , 2 0 0 3

Some scholarship support available
on the basis of financial need

APPLY EARLY!

K

J I Md c S I k l n f l i W ?

Two days skiing and tw o nights on-m ountain lodging a t the
Gelandesprung Lodge, com plete w ith a few good hot tu b soakings.
Just *81 per person, double occupancy.
www.m^Qi^owbowl.com f
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Adam Turco ’9 8

Carl Beatty ’01

her Master o f Divinity degree in May from Luther
Seminary in St. Paul, M inn. Jeana-Marie’s home
congregation is Missoula’s Prince o f Peace Lutheran
Church. She plans to serve a congregation in the
western states region o f the Evangelical Lutheran
Church.
Cameron M. Hardy ’97 is working in public rela
tions for Spiker com m unications in Missoula.
Cameron previously worked as a reporter, photogra
pher and editor at newspapers in Camas, Wash.,
Gresham, Ore., and Casper, Wyo.
Adam L Turco ’98, M .A. ’98, is a CPA for Global
Risk M anagement Solutions, a division o f Pricewaterhouse Coopers LLP in Portland, Ore. Adam
has taken up ice climbing and is pictured at 10,300
feet on the Silver H om o f Mt. Athabasca in
Canada’s Jasper N ational Park.
Todd D. Oberg, Ph.D. ’99, assistant professor of
mathematics at Illinois C ollege in Jacksonville, III.,
was designated a Dolciani Fellow by Project NExT
(N ew Experiences in Teaching), in recognition of
his work and interest in teacher preparation.

$ ’00s
Laurie Nicole Brown ’00 and Jon Paul Wretllng
’00 were married June 29 in Breckenridge, Colo. In
2001 Laurie received a master’s degree in education
from Indiana University. T h e Wretlings reside in
D enver where Laurie teaches seventh grade math
and science.
Nathaniel C. Heffter ’00, a teacher at Antioch
High School in A ntioch, Tenn., received one of 56
James Madison Fellowships awarded in 2002. This
award recognizes promising and distinguished teach
ers with th e purpose o f strengthening their knowl
edge o f th e origins and developm ent o f American
constitutional government.
Carl Brandt Beatty ’01 began the pursuit of a
Master o f Business Administration degree with a
focus on banking and financial markets at the
University o f Miami (Horida) School o f Business
this fall. He spent th e previous year living in New
York City and traveling throughout th e United
States.

T-Shirts & Beer Stuff from
Moose's Saloon in Montana!
FREE color brochure available
Moostly Mooses . PO Box 668. Kalispell. M ontana 59903
Phone: 1-406-755-6667
Fax: 1-406-755-9391
web: hitp://www.montanaweb.com/mooses

Change of Address ?
Please call 1-877-U M A LU M S or send an e-mail to the
A lumni Association at alumnote@selway.umt.edu for name and
address changes or to stop receiving the Montanan.
———— ----------------------------------------------- ' ' -
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Susan Ellison ’01
Susan D. Ellison ’01 is a reporter for th e Bigfork
Eagle and writes th e colum n “Serendipity w ith Sue.”
A resident o f Swan Lake, Susan has tw o children.
Her daughter attends UM .
Delight M. Scheck ’01 appeared as M im i in
Puccini’s opera “La Bohem e” w ith T h e University o f
Colorado, Boulder, in November. D elight is com 
pleting her master’s program in opera performance
a tU C .

Gene Tripp ’65, Missoula

Anne Ross Lebkkher '26, Rollins

Emily Hazelton Wells ’92, Portland, Ore.

Otho LeRoy McLean '27, W alla Walla, Wash.

Thomas E. Willard ’68, Irvine, Calif.

Gladys Martz Pritchett ’27, M .A. ’57, Olympia, Wash.

Deborrah Willard, Irvine, Calif.

Isabel Lentz Staat ’27, Beaverton, Ore.

Robert H. Wilson ’51, ’52, J.D. ’53, Sun C ity West,
Ariz.

Ann Stephenson Tanner ’27, Bozeman

Betty Bernhardt Wilson '52, Sun C ity W est, Ariz.

Jess L Campbell ’29, Bainbridge Island, Wash.

Annie Richards ZurMuehlen ’61, Missoula

New Life M embers In M emoriam

LeRoy Aseriind ’50, Livingston
Margot Luebben Aseriind ’50, Livingston
Amber Baldwin ’94, Missoula

Faye Morrison Couey ’30, Kalispell
Herbert L Eastlick ’30, Pullman, Wash.
Dorothy Ann Kiely ’30, Seattle

Cordell Almond ’80, Redmond, Wash.
Nancy Almond, Redmond, Wash.

Thelma Bourret McFariin ’28, Red Lodge

To be included in In Memoriam, th e A lum ni
Association requires a newspaper obituary or a letter
o f notification from the immediate family. W e
extend sympathy to th e families o f the following
alumni, faculty and friends.

Charles H. O’Neil ’32, Kalispell
Doris E. Reid ’32, W inston Salem, N .C .
Dorothy Clarke ’33, W ilm ington, Calif.
Ann Hammond '33, W ilm ington, Calif.

John Barch, McKinney, Texas
Cheryl Gordon Burnham '86, Salem, Ore.
Marie J. Burnham '84, Salem, Ore.
Brian L Caraway ’83, Bellevue, Wash.
Megan Yung Caraway ’84, Bellevue, Wash.
Daryl J. Clingingsmith ’81, G lendive
Roberta K. Dahl 7 6 , Santa M onica, Calif.
Douglas Ford 7 0 , M .S. 7 2 , W hite Bear Lake, Minn.
Colleen Richardson-Harper '80, Butte
Wayne Harper ’81, J.D. ’87, Butte
John C Hauck ’87, Billings
Diane Boyer Jerboff ’63, Billings
Timothy F. Jerhoff ’62, Billings
Karen Walker O’Neill ’80, Butte
Michael J. O’Neill ’80, Butte
Marilyn Moore Reynolds '57, Kalispell
James A. Stephens 7 6 , Newcastle, Wyo.
Anna C Swallow ’85, J.D. *92, Derby, Kan.
Paul H. Timm ’86, C hin o Hills, Calif.
Gregory R. Todd, J.D. 7 7 , Billings

The University o f

M ontana

S /s

> Formal admission to UM is not required.
Students register and pay fees through
Continuing Education. Course schedule is available
at www.umt.edu/wintersession.
> The same tuition applies regardless of
student residency or status.
> Community members are welcome to attend.
>

The University of Montana's Wintersession 2003,
January 6-24, is the winter place to study. Earn
UM semester credits to apply towards your
degree, sharpen your skills through professional
development opportunities or pursue educational
recreation.
'V *

zvzvzv.umt.edu/ziHntersession

For more information, contact Peggy
Nesbitt at peggy.nesbitt@mso.umt.edu
or call (406) 243-6014.
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William Thomas Hawke ’34, Ramsay

C Lowell Purdy ’36, Longview, Wash.

William C. Andreasen ’38, Belmont, Calif.

Elma Cerise Mele ’34, Rexford, N.Y.

Viola Keene Chittim 37, Helena

Helena Eck Bardwell '38, Lewistown

Richard B. Farnsworth ’35, Turlock, Calif.

James Haviland Jensen '37, Missoula

Andrew C McDonald ’38, Great Falls

Antoinette LaCasse Roffler '35, Madison, Wis.

Marian Weydemeyer Johnson 37, Centralia, Wash.

Jennie A. Johnson '39, N eenah, Wis.

Gerald B. Schnell '35, Kalispell

Jesse P. Lacklen '37, Arlington, Va.

John A. Rambosek ’39, Milton-Freewater, Ore.
Thomas P. Koch, J.D. ’40, Hamilton

Montanan Classifieds £

Laurence R. Olsen ’40, A shland, Ore.
John Robert Rice '40, Spokane, Wash.
John P. Robinson 41, Toutle, Wash.
Annette Sadoski Dumford '41, Missoula

Art/Music
HELP! Searching for tape recording 1960 U M
musical production, Arnahl and th e Night
Visitors. C ontact R on Carr. (360) 735-1134 or
ronpcarr@aol.com

hunterbay.com— Enjoy fresh-roasted arabica coffee
from Montana anywhere! Our specialities include
Kaffe Moose Drool and Bayern Munich Roast or
Bayern Vienna Roast Order on-line or call (866)
835-5589. Hunter Bay Coffee Roasters.

SHEEPSKIN SLIPPERS

Gifts/Collectibles
CHARLIE O F 666: A Memoir of World War
II. N athaniel Blumberg, artillery forward observ
er in Europe, tells it like it was. Nom inated for
2002 Distinguished Book Award o f Society of
Military History. Limited Edition. $33 ppd.
W ood FIRE A shes Press, Box 99, Big Fork, M T
59911. www.nathanielblumberg.com

Lodging / B&Bs / Rentals

j MADE IN MONTANA from the finest
American wool pelts.

H IG H
P L A IN S
SHEEPSKIN
P.O. Box 1410
East Helena, Montana 59635

M.COM 1 - 8 0 0 - 9 9 S L I P S

P u r c h a s e B a c k ro a d s v id eo s

Harrington Harlow '42, N ew York
James Grover Higgs '42, Tracy, Calif.
Susan Pigot McCormick ’42, Portland, Ore.
J. Everett “Sandy" Sanderson ’43, Reno, Nev.
Betty Sias Scott, J.D. ’45, Kalispell
Thomas E. Bogardus ’46, Sebastopol, Calif.
Helen Sugrue Jacobs 46, Hoover, Ala.
Joseph G. Mudd '46, J.D. ’47, Great Falls
Kendall T. Eemisse '47, St. Louis

Lawrence Persson, J.D. ’48, Hamilton
Robert L Switzer ’48, Spokane, Wash.
William C Wafstet *49, Spokane, Wash.
William M. Caplis ’50, L o b

Montana Antique Mall: Renovated with four
floors. 35+ dealers: Antiques, Collectibles. Open
7 days, 331 Railroad, Missoula, M T (406) 7215366.

w ^ IB S O N w
M

a n s io n

8 2 3 3 9 th St. - M issoula, M T 5 9 8 0 3
4 0 6 2 5 1 -1 3 4 5 - T oll Free 8 6 6 -2 5 1 -1 3 4 5
Email: infb@ gibsonm ansion.com
w w w .g ib so n m a n sio n .co m

Ftmembtr the
Missoula
Peace Sign
inmLr/Mnntjcm*. o-WI ■
100* Cotton T-Shirts - Adult S-XM.

$ 1 5 .0 0 plus $4.00 s/h * 0 *

®n*tyand0i6re*@
fnsrLCOfn

William Albert Groff '42, Victor

Robert Chappie Balsam, J.D. ’48, Billings

Made in Montana

406-721 -6894

Lawrence M. Eichom '42, McLean, Va.
J. Roy Elms ’42, Elk Grove, Calif.

C Richard Pedersen ’47, Ridgefield, Conn.

EXCLUSIVE ISL A N D — Upscale, small groups,
8-25 people, for retreats, incentives, corporate,
executive events, board meetings, families;
unequaled guest service. TH E CENTER AT
SALMON LAKE, 888-773-2643, Seeley Lake, 45
minutes from Missoula, www.salmonlakecenter.org

OMfQMd by Gtonnw 4 Arretyw Parts

Samuel E. Walters ’41, Aurora, C olo.

o n lin e a t w w w .m ontanapbs.org

Charles Christman, M .A. *50, Salem, Ore.
Paul W. Gjefle ’50, Kenmore, Wash.
Henry D.”Bob” Hilger ’50, G lendive

Montana a Finest

Albert E. Thurston ’50, Lebanon, Ore.

Coffees & leas
G lacier Blend
G rizzly Blend
Evening in MiMoula
M ontana Gold

Barbara Best Townsend '50, M emphis, Tenn.
William C Hafferman ’51, Libby
S IN C E 1972

BUTTERFLY HERBS
2 3 2 N , HIGGINS AVE. • MISSOULA, MT 59802

™ ^ ^ 8 8 8 . 7 2 8 . 8 7 8 0 406.728.8780

Fred B. Hunnes ’51, M iles City
Betty Lou Mathisen Carver '52, Missoula
Loraine Thom Crossr ’52, Dillon
Loren A. Gerdes, J.D. '52, Salem, U tah
Anthony L Kadlec '52, Oxford, Miss.
Edward C Wyidman 52, Edmonton, Alberta

Recreation Outfitters
Retrace th e Lewis & Clark TVail: C A N O E ,
BIKE, HIKE & WHITEWATER RA FT the
most pristine areas through M ontana & Idaho.
C all 1-800-366-6246 for a free brochure;
www.trailadventures.com.

Harold Raymond Maus ’53, Hamilton
Kenneth A. Nash '53, Milford, C onn.
Charles E. Snyder. J.D. ’53, Billings
Leon E. Torek 53, Sun City, Ariz.
Norman D. Anderson ’54, Towson, Md.
Helene McConnell Longan ’54, Clarkston, Wash.
Kenneth G. Reynolds ’54, M.Ed. ’58, M.A. '63, Billings
Mary Carrie Sobotka ’54, Glendive
Jeanne Thomas Waterman 55, Elliston

Walter William Ylinen, M .A . ’55, Kalispell

Richard R. Rhodes ’83, Florence

Rosemary Gallagher, Missoula

Benjamin W. Hilley ’56, J.D. ’59, Bigfork

Robert E. Quade Jr. ’86, Kirkland, Wash.

Verda Mae Grenfell, Vancouver, Wash.

L Kelsey Smith, II ’57, Osbum , Idaho

Edwin Brian Fleming '84, M onum ent, C olo.

Ismene Kalaris Bethesda, Md.

Harry 0 . Lomnes. M.Ed. ’59, W etaskiwin, Alberta

Catherine Erickson Jackson ’86, Santa Cruz, Calif.

James A. Poore Jr., Missoula

Elsie Guthrie HallfonI ’60, Philadelphia

Nancy Jean Wheeler Carter ’87, Kalispell

James Leo Mehrens ’61, Seguin, Texas

Eleanor Challen, M .S. ’89, Missoula

Glenn Allan Carmichael ’62, Missoula

Derek E. Kiner ’90, Missoula

William B. Emison '62, Diamond Creek, Australia

Michael Andy Kavulla ’99, Missoula

Bruce L Tisor ’62, San Marcos, Calif.

Frederick James Treichel ’99, Plains

Lynn Chris Christopherson ’63, Lompoc, Calif.

Ashley Elizabeth Pierce ’02, Missoula

Carol Rohel Mennie '63, Edmonton, Alberta

Jennifer Lynn Olson Servo '02, Colum bia Falls

Clarence D. Bertino ’64, Salt Lake City

Audra Brownian Missoula

Rogert A. Spaulding '65, Ormond Beach, Fla.

Mary Zoe Craig, Missoula

Virginia M. Collins ’66, Missoula

Louis Dubay, San Francisco

BIRTHS
Sean Riley Devers to Julie Ladewski Devers,
M.F.A. ‘90, and Philip Devers ‘91, August 2001,
Gobles, M ich.
A n n Marie Killen to Judy Tipton Killen ’88 and
M ichael J. Killen, December 28, 2001, Cody, Wyo.
A nja Jean Severtson and Brynja A n n Severtson
to Molly Walden Severtson ’96 and Eric B.
Severtson ’97, June 27, 2002, Missoula

Wlnnifred A. Gustafson '66, A pache Junction, Ariz.
Sherry Bauer Miner ’66, Billings
Benjamin C. Sams ’67, M.F.A. ’70, Snohomish, Wash.
Robert H. List, M .S. ’70, Hamilton
David B. Ainsworth, Ed.D. ’71, Fair Play, Mo.
Ronald Bourice MacDonald, J.D. ’71, Missoula
Patricia Ann Manlove 7 1 , Missoula
Daniel William Schneider 7 1 , Reno, N ev.
Gerald W. Sowden, M.Ed. 7 1 , Billings

R e lia b le . D e p e n d a b le . L o y a l. T r u s tw o r th y

James Fredrick Duggan, M.Ed. 7 2 , Great Falls

... and we’re not talking about your golden retriever.

Thomas S. McMahon 7 2 , Superior, C olo.
William J. Eidel 7 3 , Great Falls

We’re talking about Mountain West Bank, where Montanans have found safe,
predictable options for financial security for more than 10 years.

WUliam A. LaForest 7 4 , Missoula
Edward L “Ned” Smartt 7 4 , Great Falls

Call or come by to learn about our competitive rates on CDs, IRAs and more.

Carolyn Miller Daniel 7 6 , Spokane, Wash.
Paul G. Fitzgerald 7 6 , Billings

Montana owned, Montana proud.

Dale Arthur Gunderson 7 6 , Kalispell
Barbara Lynn Daly Keller 7 6 , Bigfork

T W MOUNTAIN WEST BANK

Christine Rosemary Moore 7 9 , Missoula

Helena 449-2265 ♦ Great Falls 727-2265 ♦ Kalispell 752-2265
Bozeman 587-5600 ♦ Missoula 542-6222 ♦ www.mtnwestbank.com

Wilma V. Jensen, M.Ed. ’81, C hoteau
Louise Riley, M .B.A . ’82, Dillon

UMOnline

The University o f

Montana
Visit

Earn UM academic credits online. UMOnline adds scheduling
flexibility, educational access and the same low tuition for both
residents and nonresidents. View the course schedules online at

h ttp ://u m o n lin e.u m t.ed u

montana-education .COVTI
For more information, contact:
Educational Outreach

(406) 243-6419
edoutreach@mso.umt.edu

Sum m er Spectrum 2003

Continuing Education features an exciting array of summer
courses designed for educational recertification, professional
development, outdoor learning and personal enrichment.
Visit m ontanasum m er.com and select: sum m er spectrum
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President
Joseph R. Whittinghill ’89
Seattle

President-elect
R. Michael W. Higgs ’76
Eagan, M inn.

Vice President
Mary Ellen Cawley Turmell ’64
Rolling Hills Estates, Calif.

Past President
John C. Wertz ’61
A rlington, Va.

Board o f Directors
Dick W. Barr ’66
Ennis

Robert M. Carlson ’76, ’79
Butte

Lisette F. Carter ’90
Spokane, Wash.

Janet Fowler Dargitz ’57
S tate College, Pa.

Leif Bart Erickson ’64, ’67
Missoula

Russell M. Hatch ’79
Mobridge, S.D.

David T. Kearns '68, ’74
Las Vegas

Donald W. Kinney ’64
Lakewood, Colo.

Donalee Bean LaBar ’65

F

the

D irector

By B ill J o h n sto n

all is such an interesting time to

and Robert J. Swan for their life

be on campus. Hundreds of new

accomplishments and the recognition

students arrive to join the thou

and honor they bring to our campus.
Challenges and opportunities are

sands of returning students for classes.
This fall, a record number of more
than 13,000 students have enrolled at

ahead of us. T he M ontana State

UM. For some of us who attended
UM when enrollments were consider

on January 6, 2003. Projections have

Legislature will begin its 58th session
already been released that the state

ably lower, this number is hard to

will face a serious revenue deficit.

imagine. Students know today what

T hat will make our jobs of ensuring

you knew then— the University is
recognized for our outstanding acade

adequate state funding for the
University more challenging. Please

mic reputation and our quality of life.

contact me at johnstonws®-

Thousands of you, our alumni, sup

mso.umt.edu if you want to be
involved in the Alumni Association

port the academic mission by giving
generously of your time and money to ensure th at the
academic quality continues. T hank you once again for
Q etting Involved...Staying Involved.
We were pleased to welcome six very special alumni
to Homecoming in September. O n page 26, you can
read about these alumni who were awarded Distinguish

Legislative Network.
We also look forward to celebrating the University’s
110th birthday on Charter Day, February 21, 2003. In
fact, the theme for Homecoming 2003 will be based on
this milestone. Please watch for additional information.
O n behalf of all of us in the Alumni Relations Office

ed Alumni Awards. I know you join me in recognizing

and on campus, thanks for all you do for the University.

Anthony M. Brown, John W. Jutila, Nancy Fields

It does make a difference and it is appreciated. See you

O ’Connor, William G. Papesh, Marilyn Shope Peterson,

at an alumni gathering or on campus soon.

G reat Falls

Tiffany Gribble Madden ’86
Billings

Michael J. McDonough ’72

House of Delegates M eets

Dallas

ew and returning House of Delegates members

N

Mora MacKinnon Payne ’54

held their annual meeting prior to Home-

Missoula

j coming. They enjoyed two days of learning

Duncan A. Peete ’91
Billings

how UM works—from admissions recruiting to al

Barbara Lee Pollem ’61

event planning, to campus and building tours, to
with students, directors, and deans. Homecoming activ

El C ajon, Calif.

Colleen M. Schwanke ’94
Bozeman

ities followed, leaving the delegates ready to return to

Robert J. Seim ’59
Missoula

their own homes as educated and enthusiatstic advo

Jason Thielman ’98

cates for the University. New delegates include:
Darin Archer ’00, San Francisco; Geoffrey Badenoch

Helena

Emily Hazelton Wells ’91
Portland, Ore.

7 7 , M.P.A. ’82, Missoula; Bill Burkhartsmeyer ’83,

ALUMNI OFFICE

Chinook; Elinor Misfeldt Dickson ’64, Santa Fe, New
Mexico; Sage Grendahl ’01, Missoula; Kory Larsen ’89,

Bill Johnston ’79, *91
Executive Director
Brandy Hall
T h e U niversity o f M ontana
Missoula, M T 59812-7920
406-243-5211
877-UM -ALUM S
alumni@selway.umt.edu
www.umt.edu/alumni
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J.D. *92, G reat Falls; Ted Lympus ’66, J.D. 7 2 , Kalispell;
New Members of the House of Delegates indude, front row, left to right:
Elinor Dickson, Donna Ueland. Geannine Rapp, and Sage
Grengahi. Back row: Dan Sm art Ted Lympus, Kory Larsen, Darin
Archer, and BUI Burkhartsmeyer.

Winter 2002 Montanan

Barbi West Murphy 7 0 , Billings; Gay Nevin-Larsen ’89,
Great Falk; Geannine Rapp ’92, Great Falk; Dan Smart
*90, Big Timber; Donna Roholt Ueland ’68, Fresno,
California; and William von Tagen 7 7 , Boise, Idaho.

Dowser of the Year is UM Alumnus

B y B et sy H o l m q u is t

he mysterious forces that

Nepal and India this winter. “It’s

assist Steve Herbert, M.A.

rare,” he admits, “that I don’t

T

locate water.” H e’s so good, he

’84, in locating water

predicts the water’s depth, its

sources all over the globe, were

yield, and quality— with an

certainly at work years ago—

approximate 85 percent accuracy
rate.

bringing him to UM and thereby
to his unique career as a world

Should you need to locate

renown dowser.

water (he’ll dowse for oil, gas,

Armed with a bachelor’s

buried water pipes, minerals, lost

degree in geology from the

graves, and hidden treasures,

University of New Hampshire,

too), Steve’s available—between
traveling, teaching, speaking,

Steve applied to four graduate
programs in geology in the early
1980s. He was turned down by

writing, and photography
engagements. He’ll bring his homemade,

all four. Plummeting oil prices had taken oil

ters, placed him at the right spot at the right
time to experience dowsing. The “circle was

geologists out of the field. Many had sought

complete,” he acknowledges. Steve joined

refuge in graduate schools, making accep-

the society that summer, located his first well,

land. And, when it comes together, when all
is right, the rods will twist outwards, power

tance difficult for students like Steve. Luckily,

and has never looked back.

fully—mysteriously against his hands.

he’d applied to UM, in cultural anthropology

Successful dowsing relies on the ability to

as well as geology; the anthropology depart

access one’s senses beyond the physical, and

ment accepted his application.

Steve feels he’s, “always been predisposed to a

‘I went from studying rocks to studying

L-shaped, brass dowsing rods and walk your

*Steve’s thesis, Speaking in Tongues and
Other Gifts o f the Holy Spirit: a Study in

metaphysical world.” W hen dowsing, Steve

Possession, is on file in the Mansfield Library.

spiritualism,” Steve says as his graduate work

draws from his metaphysical powers, his grad

To learn more about dowsing, click on

centered on examining cross-cultural experi

uate work at UM, and the scientific work he’s

www.dowsersofthewest.org or the American

ences of religious possession. Research led

done in geology and archeology.

Society of Dowsers at www.dowsers.org. You
can e-mail Steve at waterdowser@hotmail.com.

him to Missoula’s Pentecostal and evangelical

“Dowsing is not so much taught as

groups and through them to Father Diorio, a

caught,” Steve explains. “All humans have

Catholic priest in G reat Falls. Steve experi

the innate ability. Anyone can dowse.

enced a “great vision and physical healing”

Believers and skeptics alike seem to get a
dowsing reaction. W hat matters more is what

with Father Diorio—events that foreshad
owed the next major chapter in his life.
Steve finished his thesis* and made plans to

you believe subconsciously.”
Steve’s abilities, beliefs, and seventeen

Alumni Events
February 2 0 0 3

stay in Missoula. Fate, however, was again
making other plans.

years of “practice, practice, practice” have put

4 ,1 1 ,1 8 ,2 5 Community Lecture
Series, Missoula

him a t the top of the field. In June the 4,400-

2 1 Charter Day, Missoula

Unemployed, broke, and newly broken
hearted from a failed relationship, he
returned home to Litdeton, New Hampshire.

member American Society of Dowsers select
ed Steve “Dowser of the Year,” recognizing

M arch 2 0 0 3

his successes in dowsing well sites, training

Several months later he submitted an article
inspired by his experiences with Father

fellow dowsers, and developing water

4 ,1 1 Community Lecture Series,
Missoula

Diorio to Earth Star Press. They not only pub
lished the story, but asked Steve to cover the

resources and sanitation programs in Africa,
Central America, and the Caribbean. He has
a standing invitation to return to Central

American Society of Dowsers convention

America and the Caribbean to continue his

about to take place just thirty miles from

dowsing and sanitation projects. If funding

Litdeton. Steve’s intuitive nature, now
enriched by research and personal encoun

comes through, Steve will be dowsing in

M ay 2 0 0 3
1 5 -1 7 Class Reunions (1943,1953),
Missoula
Fir m ore information on th ese events, c a l the
UM Alumni Association: 1-877-UM ALUMS
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G ifts

for

M om

and

any donors, recalling that their own respect of education
and love for UM developed because of their mothers’ and
fathers’ influence, choose to honor or memorialize their parents with gifts to the University.
Throughout her childhood and beyond, there were always phar
macy students training in her father’s drugstores, so Betty S. Pew
Lohn ’50, Missoula, made a gift to
the School of Pharmacy and Allied
Health Sciences in memory of her
father, Jack Stoick, a long-time
Missoula pharmacist.
Lohn spent a lot of time in her
family’s drugstores: “As young as 10,
I was behind the counter at our
store in South Dakota.” W hen the
family moved to Missoula, she still
worked in the store and was aware
Jack Stoick
of the many student interns from

M

UM that her father supervised.
Through her memorial, the student lounge in the Skaggs Building
was named for Jack Stoick. Lohn is very proud that it sees a lot of use
by current students. “I feel that I’m perpetuating my dad’s memory
through young people today,” she says. “He was very much interested
in encouraging those who wanted to have their own drugstores. I
think he’d like me to continue to help pharmacy students.”
As a widow with two young daughters to support through her
teaching, Louise Lilly McBride ’29 knew
she needed an advanced degree.
To earn that degree, she took classes
during her summers breaks from teaching
Spanish at Montana School of Mines
(now Montana Tech of The University of
Montana) and earned a master’s degree at
UM in 1951.
Such determination, love of languages,
culture and politics inspired her daughter
Dorothy McBride Stetson of Boca Raton,
Louise Lilly McBride
Honda, to establish a scholarship in
McBride’s memory for UM students to study abroad.
McBride’s love of languages and politics had influenced her daugh
ters and Stetson now hopes for others to be influenced by her mother as
she and her sister Virginia McBride Altman ’56 were. A t their mother’s
urging, both women learned foreign languages and studied abroad,
Virginia in Paris on a Rotary International Fellowship and Dorothy in
Costa Rica, London, and Paris. The Louise Lilly McBride Scholarships
will enable foreign language students to develop their skills and knowl
edge of the cultures of other countries through study abroad.

Dad

Stetson, also an alumna—class of 1962— is now an associate dean
at Horida A tlantic University.
Mary Fergus Hoffman ’07 wanted to be a journalist so she studied
journalism at UM, but opportunities for women in the news profes
sion were few in those days.
Her “backup” was education and she
became a teacher in Butte.
Her son, Ripley, who died April 3, 2002,
in Edmonds, Washington, remembered his
mother’s love for journalism and her influ
ence on two of his cousins who entered
the profession. As a memorial to her, he
designated a portion of his estate to pur
chase reference materials for the Maureen
and Mike Mansfield Library to assist journalism
scholars.
***** ***** Hoffman
His gift will establish the Mary Fergus Hoffman Library Endow
ment for Journalism, the first such fund in support of journalism
resources.
T he man who put UM on the world track-and-field map, Dick
Doyle ’52, has been honored by his daughter, Deborah Doyle
McWhinney ’77 of Tiburon, California, with a gift toward the renova
tion and equipping of the athletics facility at Domblaser Stadium.
A discus star during his student days, Doyle was an N C A A discus
champion in 1950, track and field
All-American in 1950 and 1951, and
AAU national discus champion in
1951. His accomplishments were
noted at a ceremony last spring during
the 2002 Big Sky Track and Field
Championships.
Doyle is retired from his careers
with Meadow Gold Dairy and the
Missoula Athletic Club. He and his
wife, Beverly Henne Doyle ’53, live in
Missoula.
McWhinney, who participated in
the ceremony along with other donors
to the project, says she is immensely
proud of her father’s accomplishments D,dt Doyle
as an athlete, but also that she made the gift to UM to acknowledge
“the dedication both my parents have for the University.” Dick and
his wife have a history of more than fifty years’ involvement with UM
as members and volunteers for intercollegiate athletics, the alumni
association, Grizzly Athletic Association, and the UM Foundation. In
1986, they received the Montana Alumni Award for their service to
their community and to UM.

Foundation Board Elects Officers
eborah Doyle
Warren Wilcox of
McWhinney was
Missoula was elected
N ew ly elected T rustees
elected chair of
treasurer. A 1965 UM
the UM Foundation
graduate,
Wilcox heads
C huck Bultmann ’66,
Board of Trustees at the
John
R.
Daily
Inc.
Colleyville, Texas
board’s annual meeting
To complete the
Suzanne Moore Crocker ’64,
held in September in
board’s executive com
Palo Alto, California
Missoula.
mittee, McWhinney
John H am ish ’73,
appointed
Betty S. Pew
McWhinney, of
Medina, Washington
Lohn
’50,
Missoula,
Tiburon, California, has
Paul Williams, Kalispell
been a UM Foundation
chair of the nominat
Jim Willits ’67, Fort Benton.
trustee since 1993; she
ing committee;
will serve a two-year
Priscilla Pickard Gilkey
term. McWhinney earned her U M degree in
’62, Spokane, chair of the committee on
communication studies in 1977 and is presi
gifts; Gwen McLain Childs ’63, Big Timber,
dent of the Services for Investment Managers
chair of the planning committee, and Bob
division of Charles Schwab & Co. Inc. She
Burke ’54, Missoula, chair of the
succeeds Penny Peabody ’61 of Mercer
audit/finance committee.
Island, Washington, as chair of the board.
T he UM Foundation, established in 1951,
is the official fund-raising arm for the
Elected vice chair was John Olson ’62,
University.
president of Blue Rock Cos. of Sidney;

D

Wavs to Give to UM
10. Real estate o r personal property

9. Retirement plan o r paid-up life
insurance policy
8 . Home or farm (but continue to
live there)
1. Bequest
& Life-income gifts (a gift that pays
you during your lifetime)

5. Appreciated stocks or bonds
4b Payroll deduction (U M employees)
o r electronic fund transfer

3. C redit card (Visa, M aster Card, or
American Express)

2. O n line at www.umt.edu/umf/umf
Check made payable to the

1

ip U M Foundation

UM Alumni Are

True to Their
School
ccording to UM Foundation audited
figures, the Foundation turned over
$8.87 million to the University for:

A

• scholarships and awards;
• academics and institutional support;
• facilities and equipment.
There were 15,262 donors to U M last year.
• Alumni gave 41% of the total gifts, com
pared to 26% nationally.
• Non-alumni gave 31% of the total, com
pared to 16.9% nationally.
• Corporations and organizations accounted
for about 10% and foundations for 18%.
• UM alumni participation rate is 17.9%; the
national average is 11.9%.
W in te r 2 0 0 2 M ontanan
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Western Montana’s Leading |[
Healthcare Team
I

“ Be True
To Your
Drool!”

•POISON
»RONAN

FRENCHTOWN

MISSOULA •
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Providing
Innovative and
Comprehensive
Healthcare
fo r Over
80 Years

LOLO

.
www.bigskybrew.com
120A Hickory S t
Mssoula, Montana 59801
(406) 549-2777

Western
Montana
Clinic

A

M ontana s till has no sales ta x so yo u r g ift d o lla r goes fa rth e r!
406/721-5600 • 800/525-5688

The Face to
a

S t a y m M is s o u la

UL a b o u t ^ j o u ! .

cmAyowr

• Full amenities for your stay
• Close to the University
and Downtown
I

v is io n

• Hot Tlib & Swimming Pool
• Fun Casual Dining
• Entertainment
• Separate Casino and Bar
with Large Screen TV's

P

/

W iffiam s (EbWejjner
FINE FURNITURE INC.

I
16W.W. Broadway • Missoula, MT

1121 W. Kent
Missoula, MT 59801

I-8O0*3$6'23I6 *543-7231

IMONTANA B E ff
NO W TAKING ORDERS
M o n ta n a R a n c h R aised
P re m iu m B lack A n g u s B eef
- A l l N a tu r a l N o h o r m o n e s , N o a n t ib io t ic s

jB S S S S B B

Willow Creek Cattle Company
D a n & C ara M oore
( 4 0 6 ) 2 8 8 - 0 0 1 2 • H a ll, M o n ta n a 5 9 8 3 7

T

Have Yo i f a Etched in Stone
Leave a lasting mark o n th e
O v a l by buying an engraved brick
th at helps support T h e U niversity
o f M ontana. Each $ 1 5 0 brick
m akes a great gift, mem orial, or
tribute for UM alum ni, students,
classmates, fam ily m embers and
friends.
For more inform ation or a free
brochure, call U niversity R elations
a t (4 0 6 ) 243-2523 or visit
www.um t.edu/urelations/bricks.

The University of

Montana

M aintenance-Free C ottages

Fairways at Mission B a y J

MONTANA LA K E LIVING
FO R EVERYONE.
Bordering Flathead Lake, the West’s largest natural
freshwater lake, Mission Bay offers an exciting
array of residential alternatives.
Located on a 27-hole championship golf course,
Mission Bay Golf Community has maintenancefree townhomes and cottages plus homesites and
“Builder Select” finished homes. At the Mission
Bay Preserve you can choose from homesites
featuring panoramic lake and mountain views.
Amenities include a community center, walking trails
and a private beach and dock. Glacier National Park
and Big Mountain Ski Resort are nearby.
Please contact us today for complete information.

FLATHEAD LAKE IMMUNITIES
800-376-0487 • 406-883-1730
info@mis8ionbayhome.com • www.missionbayhome.oom
Hwy 35,1/2 m<l« from Hwy 93 * Poison, Montana

ssion Bay Preserve

M aintenance-Free Ibw nhom es

..all year long with your dues-paying membership in the Alumni Association.
Receive your 2003 calendar FREE!

1-877-UM ALUMS please haveyour credit card handy
(1 - 8 7 7 - 8 6 2 - 5 8 6 7)

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP - single $40 / dual $60

www.um t.edu/alum ni

LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP - single $400 / dual $550
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Will you be

when she is?

P rep ay y o u r child’s college education today
at a fraction o f to m o rro w s p rices w ith the
CollegeSure® 529 Plan,

in n

DEDUCTION J
FOR MONTANA
re s id e n ts

m

T he M ontana Fam ily E ducation Savings Program
is a unique, state-sponsored section 529 plan
th a t m akes it easier than ever to save for college.
College Savings Bank, program manager, offers
CollegeSure® C D s -- certificates of deposits
indexed to college costs and guaranteed to meet
future tuition, fees, room and board. A nd there are
a w ealth o f federal an d state tax benefits. In fact,
M ontana residents can d educt from state taxable
income u p to $3,000 p er y e a r ($6,000 joint) on
program contributions.
C heck out these unbeatable features:
• CollegeSure C D s are guaranteed to meet future
tuition, fees, room and board no m atter how high
costs climb! A nd y o u r principal and interest are
backed by the full faith and credit o f the U.S.
governm ent up to $ 100,000 per depositor.
P arents can retain control of the assets and obtain
favorable financial aid treatm ent.
E arnings grow 100% tax free and distributions
are 100% tax free w hen used to pay for college.0
Special gift and estate tax benefits make the
program attractive to g randparents, too.
Any family in the U.S. may participate regardless
o f income.
U se at an y eligible college, university, proprietary
or vocational school w orldw ide.
S tart w ith ju st $250. O r set up direct deposits for
as little as $25 p e r pay period or $100 per month
from y o u r financial institution. Do it today!
v

1

§

M yOJS^ t A N A
C a ll to ll-fre e fo r a n in fo rm a tio n k it:

800 888-2723
-

M onday th ro u g h Friday, 7 am - 4 p m ft-IT

Enroll online at
http://montana.collegeeavinai.com

‘ Changes in tax law affecting 529 plans enacted under the 2001 Tax Bill (EGTRRA), including favorable tax treatment of certain distributions, are due to expire in 2010 unless extended or made permanent by L
© 2002 College Savings Bank, member FDIC. All rights reserved. College Savings Bank is program manager and account depository for the Montana Family Education Savings Program Mailing address p o Box 173? h
Montana 59624. CollegeSure* CD Is a unique investment product the creation and origination of which is covered by one or more patents owned by College Savings Bank. The CollegeSure CO is indexed to a measiif# oi t »
fees, room and board at independent colleges and universities. Substantial penalty for early withdrawal Not insured by the state of Montana. Neither the principal invested nor the investment return is g u a ra n te ed b v tt
»
Montana. Read the Offering Circular carefully before you invest or send money.
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